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About This User Guide
This functionality is only available to registered CSD-Discovery Suite
subscribers. For further information on how to obtain these
products, please fill out a form on the following page of our website:
http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/theccdcprofile/contactus/Enquiry/
products
This user guide is a practical guide to generating non-bonded
interaction maps for protein and small molecule files using
SuperStar. It includes instructions on using the graphical user
interface as well as providing help on relevant scientific issues. It
also includes a tutorial on using SuperStar, using the Hermes
interface, which located at the end of this user guide.

Introduction
SuperStar is a program for identifying regions within a protein
binding site or around a small molecule (ligand or cofactor) where
particular functional groups (probes) are likely to interact
favourably.

3D maps that highlight hot spots for interaction are generated.
Results can be displayed as contoured maps, with high contours
indicating regions where the probe group has a high propensity to
occur. Positions of maximum propensity can also be located and
displayed as pharmacophore points.
SuperStar uses real experimental information about intermolecular
interactions, derived from either the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD) or the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The program
retrieves information from the IsoStar database (https://
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-core/components/isostar/) and
therefore applies a fully knowledge-based approach to produce its
results.
SuperStar is supplied alongside the Hermes protein visualiser (see
Hermes User Guide) within the CSD-Discovery Suite. SuperStar also
features a command line interface for optimal flexibility and batch
processing (see Using SuperStar from the Command-Line).
SuperStar has been extensively validated using protein-ligand
complexes in the PDB (see Validation).

Preparation of Protein and
Small Molecule Input Files
SuperStar will only produce reliable results if the protein or small
molecule (ligand or cofactor) input structure has been prepared
correctly. To ensure that your input structure is set up correctly the
following key points should be considered:
• All hydrogen atoms must be added in the correct geometry.
SuperStar requires the hydrogen atoms to be present in the
structure because they are used during the matching
procedure to recognize and overlay chemical moieties.
Hydrogens are used to determine the protonation states of
certain groups. For example, SuperStar can discriminate
between carboxylate, cis-carboxylic acid and trans-carboxylic
acid by checking the presence and location of the proton. For
each of these following groups, very specific information is

present in IsoStar. Although this distinction is lost when using
PDB-based rather than CSD-based data, SuperStar still requires
the hydrogen atoms to be present in order to recognize
chemical groups correctly.

• Protonation states must be correct (for example, SuperStar will
not change a carboxylic acid to a carboxylate group).
• Histidine (His), Asparagine (Asn) and Glutamine (Gln) sidechains
are often incorrectly assigned atom types by the
crystallographer. In addition, protonation algorithms are not
guaranteed to generate the correct histidine tautomers.
SuperStar will not generate the correct maps from a protein
where these misassignments are present.
• Lone pairs and atomic charges are ignored.
• Calcium, magnesium and zinc atoms are supported in
SuperStar. By default, SuperStar recalculates the bonds to these
metal atoms, but this can be switched off if required.
• SuperStar treats terminal protein groups OH, NH3, and SH as
rotatable (see Rotating NH, OH and SH Groups). This means that
for these groups the directional IsoStar plot is convoluted with a
torsion distribution, so that all hot spots surrounding the group
are displayed in the final map, regardless of the input
conformation. SuperStar can be forced to treat the terminal
group as rigid by substituting the terminal hydrogen atom by a
dummy atom, atom type Du (See USE_TORSIONS).

Using the SuperStar Graphical
User Interface in Hermes
Introduction
These sections deal exclusively with use of the SuperStar interface
that is available within the Hermes Graphical User Interface. For
more information on the Hermes visualiser please see the Hermes
User Guide.
In addition, SuperStar also features a command line interface for
optimal flexibility (see Using SuperStar from the Command-Line).

Overview of the Graphical User Interface
Launching SuperStar
The SuperStar interface is accessed via the top-level menu bar of
the Hermes Main window. It can be accessed via the Calculate
drop-down menu.

The SuperStar Pane

On opening SuperStar, the user is presented with the Main
Settings tabbed pane. This pane is used to carry out most of the
functions required to set-up SuperStar map calculations. Also
available are the Information and the Other Settings tabbed
panes.
Manipulation of maps once calculated is carried out within the
Graphics Object Explorer (please see the Hermes User Guide for
further details) and the Contour Surfaces options available within
Hermes. These can be accessed via the Display menu in Hermes.
Note: Manipulation of scatterplots is carried out from within the
Molecule Explorer; further details are provided in Appendix A:
Special Details for SuperStar Users in the Hermes User Guide.

Loading a Structure Input File and Adding
Hydrogens
Input File Formats
SuperStar within Hermes can be used with either protein or small
molecule (ligand or cofactor) input structures.
Acceptable input file formats are .pdb and .mol2.
Ensure that all the atom types are correct (see Preparation of
Protein and Small Molecule Input Files).

Specifying an Input Structure
SuperStar can be used to calculate propensity maps from prepared
protein and small molecule (ligand or cofactor) input files.
To load a previously prepared file:
1. Click on the File menu item in the Hermes top-level menu bar
2. From the drop-down menu, select Open.
3. From the resulting Choose a file window select the required file
and click Open.
If more than one structure is loaded into Hermes, the structure the
SuperStar run will be carried out on must be selected from the
Select pull down in the Entry section of the SuperStar Main
Settings pane.

The appropriate Use Protein or Use Ligand radio button should
then be activated depending on which structure type you wish to
run the calculation on.

Adding Hydrogens
Input files without hydrogens can be used, however they must first
be protonated before running SuperStar. This can be done by
clicking on the Add Hydrogens button in the Entry section of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane. Hydrogens will be added assuming
physiological pH (i.e. lysine will be fully protonated, and glutamate
and aspartate deprotonated). Any water oxygens present will also
be protonated, although the H positions are then further optimized
according to neighbouring groups.
If the protonation states or bond types are not correctly assigned by
Hermes, you may wish to edit the structure via the Hermes main
menu Edit, then Edit Structure. More comprehensive details are
provided in the Editing Structures section of the Hermes User
Guide.

Defining a Cavity
Cavity Detection
When working with protein structures, cavity detection can be used
to determine the extent of the binding site. All residues adjacent to
the cavity found will then be used for the subsequent map
calculation.
In order to perform cavity detection, either a residue or residues
(see Using Residues to Specify a Cavity), or a point in space (see
Using a Point to Define a Cavity), should first be selected in the
binding site. When no selection is made, cavity detection will be
performed for the whole protein.
To perform a cavity detection, select the Cavity Only option from
the Compute drop-down menu in the Calculation area of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane. To detect cavities, click on Calculate
at the base of the SuperStar pane. The cavities detected will be
displayed as yellow grid surfaces within the Hermes visualiser. The
atoms defining the cavities will also be highlighted and you will be

asked if you wish to save the cavity atoms as a complex selection. It
is not necessary to do this in order to run SuperStar map
calculations.

Cavity detection is performed using the LIGSITE algorithm (see
References). The behaviour of this algorithm can be influenced
using the Settings button, which is available in the Calculation
pane beside the Use Cavity checkbox.

The Settings button allows access to several options:
• Growing a cavity from a residue or residues (see Using Residues
to Specify a Cavity), a selection of atoms (see Using a Selection
of Atoms to Specify a Cavity) or a centroid (see Using a Point to
Define a Cavity). Note: When none of the above are selected,
cavity detection will be performed for the whole protein.
• Definition of the cavity type or depth (see Definition of the
Cavity Type or Depth).
• Definition of the cavity volume and cavity radius (see Definition
of the Cavity Volume and Cavity Radius).

Using Residues to Specify a Cavity
When working with protein structure input files you will be
required to select one or more residues as a starting point for the
cavity detection.
The Select Residues area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane is
automatically populated when a protein file is read in. To make a
selection, choose the appropriate residues from the Select
Residues list then click on Add. The relevant residues will be
transferred to the Selected Residues window and they will be
highlighted in the protein displayed in the Hermes visualiser.
Note: It may help to pick out and label residues of interest in the
visualiser. Pick an atom in the residue (left-click) and then rightclick and select Labels and Label by Protein Residue).
It is recommended that a residue central to the cavity, and (for large
cavities) one or two nearer to the edges of the cavity are chosen.

Using a Selection of Atoms to Specify a Cavity
A selection of atoms or residues can be used to define the active
site. To do this:
1. Select several atoms defining the residues of interest with the
mouse.

2. Click on Selection in the Hermes top-level menu bar and
choose Save Current Selection from the drop-down menu.
3. You will be asked to choose a name for the selection.
4. In the SuperStar Main Settings tabbed pane, pick the selection
from the Select residues defined by Complex Selections dropdown menu.
5. You will need to actively choose this selection from the dropdown menu so that the appropriate residues will appear in the
Selected Residues pane and they will be highlighted in the 3D
visualiser with grey carbon atoms and yellow atom selection.

Using a Point to Define a Cavity
To define the binding site starting from a point, choose Centroid
from the Grow cavity from drop-down. Then select atoms in the
visualiser that you wish to define the centroid from. The centroid
will be displayed in the visualiser and its XYZ coordinates will
automatically be entered in the pane to the right of the Grow
cavity from Centroid section.

Definition of the Cavity Type or Depth
Cavities are identified (using the LIGSITE algorithm (see
References)) by scoring all grid points according to how deeply they
are buried. The higher the value the more deeply buried the point is
within the cavity.
The binding site is subsequently determined by retaining all those
grid points that have values equal to or higher than a given
threshold. The default threshold is four, for normal cavities.
This threshold value can be set by selecting the cavity type from the
Select cavity type drop-down. Options are: Shallow, Shallow/
Normal, Normal, Normal/Buried and Buried.

Definition of the Cavity Volume and Cavity Radius
Binding sites can be filtered according to cavity volume and radius
by setting minimum threshold values. The default settings are 10
cubic Angstroms for the volume and 10 Angstroms for the radius.
Setting the Cavity radius (Angstrom) value will limit the size of the
grid to be processed by the LIGSITE algorithm (see References) to
lie within a specified radius. In this way, a SuperStar calculation can
be restricted to a limited region, e.g. in the case of a large extended
binding site. Alternatively, by setting a higher threshold, this option
can be used to filter out small unwanted cavities.
When incomplete detection of the cavity is observed (possible for
very large cavities), the cavity radius should be set to a higher value
than the default.

Selecting a Map Type
To set the desired representation for SuperStar results select a map
type from the Compute drop-down menu within the Calculation
area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.
A number of options are provided:
• Propensity or contour map (see Propensity based Contour
Surface).
• Pharmacophore (see Pharmacophore Points).
• Cavity only (see Cavity Detection).
• Project onto Connolly Surface (see Calculating Connolly
Surfaces).
• Scatterplot (see Calculating a Scatterplot).

Propensity based Contour Surface
The results of the SuperStar calculation can be displayed as a 3D
contoured map (this is the default representation). To specify this
mode of representation:
1. Select Calculation from SuperStar’s Main Settings pane.
2. Select Propensity from the drop-down Compute menu.
An example of a surface is shown below (carbonyl oxygen probe,
CSD data, showing the surface around arginine residue 151 in 1abe,
contoured at levels 2.0 (red) and 4.0 (green) and 8.0 (blue)).
SuperStar contour maps depict the spatial distribution of
propensities. These propensity maps represent the chance of
finding the chosen probe group at a certain position in the given
protein binding site (or around a small molecule).
Propensities are measured relative to the expected (random)
chance of finding a group at a certain position, e.g. a propensity of
four indicates that the chance of finding the probe group at that
point is four times as high as random. As a general rule, propensities
of two and higher indicate favourable interaction sites (although, for
hydrophobic probes, values between one and two can also be
meaningful).

The contour levels of the contoured surface can be customized and
turned off if desired (see Displaying, Deleting and Customizing
SuperStar Maps).

Pharmacophore Points
The Pharmacophore points display representation will allow you to
perform a SuperStar run and subsequently search for the map
maxima.
Results will be displayed as points at the maximum intensity
regions of the map only. A superstar.peaks.mol2 file containing the
pharmacophore points will be written to the working directory.
To specify this display representation, select Pharmacophore from
the drop-down Compute menu within the Calculation area of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane.
Pharmacophore points are the central location of spherical
Gaussian functions that are fitted to the SuperStar maps.
Pharmacophore points are coloured in Hermes according to the
probe group used (Oxygen-containing in Red, Nitrogen-containing
in Blue, C-H in Green, Halogen - Yellow). It is possible to show more
than one pharmacophore type at the same time. The map below

shows the highest propensity pharmacophore points in the active
site of 1lah (using CSD data). The CSD probe types used are
Carbonyl (red), Uncharged Nitrogen (blue) and Methyl (green).
The propensity represented by the maximum value of the fitted
Gaussian function is related to the translucency of the sphere
representing the pharmacophore point. The more translucent the
sphere, the less significant the pharmacophore point.
The numerical hotspot data for all pharmacophore points is
contained in the superstar.peaks.mol2 file, in the column for partial
charge. To display this numerical hotspot data:
1. Load superstar.peaks.mol2 in Hermes with File > Open.
2. Ensure the Show unknown atoms option under Display >
Show/Hide is ticked
3. In Molecule Explorer, right-click on the peaks entry and choose
to label by partial charge.
Settings for the pharmacophore points calculation can be specified
by selecting the Pharmacophore Settings button within the
Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.

Pharmacophore Points Options

A number of options relating to pharmacophores are available by
selecting the Settings button adjacent to Pharmacophore in the
Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.
Activate the Optimise positions tick box to refine initial values of
pharmacophore points by application of a Simplex minimization
procedure.

Small-value peaks can be filtered out from the resulting list of
points by setting a value for the Minimum propensity at point. It is
advisable to set Minimum propensity at point higher than 1.0.
With this approach, a list of pharmacophore points is produced that
reside in locations of maximum propensity. In order to find
secondary points, a second iteration may be applied using the
difference map of actual propensities minus fitted Gaussian
functions. Number of cycles should be set to the number of
iterations needed.
The iterative procedure is useful in those cases where ridges or
elongated regions of high propensity values are observed in the
SuperStar map. Characterizing such a feature with peaks using only
one cycle of fitting will produce one or only a few points, whereas
adding multiple iterations will improve the representation of the
ridge by adding secondary, tertiary, etc. points.

Calculating Connolly Surfaces
It is possible to project the 3D SuperStar map onto a Connolly
surface. To specify this display representation, select Project on
Connolly Surface from the drop-down Compute menu within the
Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.
When using this representation SuperStar will generate results in
the usual manner, but before displaying them the 3D data will be
projected onto the Connolly surface of the cavity. A close-up
example is shown below (alcohol oxygen probe, CSD data,
projection surface around glycine residue 219 in 1g3d, contoured at
2.0 (red), 4.0 (green) and 8.0 (blue)).

Calculating a Scatterplot
It is possible to view the composite scatterplot that underlies the
SuperStar propensity map. This representation is the SuperStar
analogue of the IsoStar scatterplot representation; unlike IsoStar
scatterplots, SuperStar scatterplots are made for a whole binding
site, or small molecule, rather than one central group only.
To specify this display representation:
• Select Scatterplot from the Compute drop-down within the
Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.
A close-up of the glycine residue 219 in the binding site of 1g3d is
shown below (uncharged NH nitrogen probe, CSD data):

Each blue and white line in the above image is an occurrence of an
uncharged NH contact with glycine C=O, taken from the CSD.

Selecting a Data Source: CSD vs. PDB
SuperStar allows data from either the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD) or the Protein Data Bank (PDB) to be used for
propensity map calculation.
The Data source to be used for the map calculation can be
specified within the Use area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane:
• Select the CSD Data radio button to use small molecule data
from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (http://
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/solutions/csd-core/components/csd/).
• Select the PDB Data radio button to use data based on proteinligand complexes from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (http://
www.rcsb.org).

Due to the origins of the data, differences between maps calculated
from either CSD or PDB data may be observed. Differences in maps
calculated using CSD or PDB data are caused by: the nature of the
data, resolution of data, availability of data, and substructural bias
(see Selection of a Data Source).

Selecting a Probe Atom
Before a SuperStar map can be calculated, a probe needs to be
selected. Contouring will subsequently take place for one of the
atoms of the chosen probe.
A probe atom should be selected from the drop-down Probe menu
within the Use area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane.
The probes in SuperStar have been selected on the basis of diversity
and availability of data. The probes available differ for CSD and PDB
based maps. The selection of probes available for PDB data is more
limited than that for CSD data. For example, the occurrence of
halogen atoms in ligands in the PDB is so low that their use as a
probe cannot be justified.
The probes used correspond directly to the contact groups used in
IsoStar. For example, the Carbonyl Oxygen probe derives its
information from IsoStar scatterplots for the contact group Any
C=O, and produces a contour on the oxygen.
The most useful probes to start exploring a binding site are usually:
• Alcohol Oxygen: the hydroxyl group can both donate and
accept hydrogen bonds, so favourable spots for donor and
acceptor will be detected.
• Carbonyl Oxygen: this probe will effectively indicate favourable
spots for hydrogen bond acceptors.
• Methyl Carbon or Aromatic CH Carbon: to detect hydrophobic
regions in the cavity.
From the list of CSD probes, it is possible to select Others. This pulldown option for CSD probes allows the user to use additional
probes available in SuperStar, including: Cyano Nitrogen, Sulphur

Atom, Chloride Anion and Iodide Anion. In addition, the user has
the option to add three more probes from those available in IsoStar
(i.e. User1 Probe, User2 Probe, User3 Probe). To do so you must first
edit the csd_probes.spst file in the SuperStar distribution
($SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_probes.spst) which contains the CSD
probe definitions.

Rotating NH, OH and SH Groups
For protein residues, SuperStar can take into account the fact that
OH, NH and SH groups may rotate. To enable this feature switch on
the Rotatable R-[O,N,S]-H bonds tick box in the Use area of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane. This feature applies to serine,
threonine, tyrosine, lysine, and cysteine residues. If this tick box is
not enabled, the -XH bond for the above residues will be treated as
being fixed in space.

Hydrophobic Correction
Settings for hydrophobic correction can be modified via the
SuperStar Other Settings pane.

By default, a logP-based hydrophobic correction method is
implemented in the Hermes interface; this is the recommended
correction method (see Hydrophobic Correction).
The attenuation factors can be specified. When the Default button
is pressed, a default value will be used (as set in the preferences file;
currently these values are 0.4 and 0.2 for attenuation factors a and
b).

Shell Correction
Small-molecule crystal structures are packed very efficiently. As a
result, there are virtually no ‘long-distance’ interactions, as all
contacts tend to have optimal, short distances. The sparse
occurrence of contacts in the outer regions of scatterplots results in
low propensities that do not necessarily indicate that interactions
are not feasible in such regions. When combining maps, one has to
be careful that overlapping regions are not attenuated
inadvertently as a result of this feature.

Shell correction can be enabled or disabled in the Hermes interface
to SuperStar via the Shell Correction tick box, found on the
SuperStar Other Settings pane.

Shell correction can be applied to either Polar or Apolar central
groups:
• For polar groups, the shell is defined as the volume between a
distance of <sum-of-VDW-radii> (i.e. the sum of the vdW radii of
contacting atoms in central group and contact group) and <sumof-VDW-radii+0.5Å> from the central group (IsoStar scatterplots
feature contacts up to <sum-of-VDW-radii+0.5Å>).
• For Apolar groups, the default propensity value for the outer
shell of the scatterplot is 0 (i.e. sum of vdW radii).
To change the settings, type new values (between 0 and 1) into the
appropriate box and run SuperStar as normal. Default settings can
be restored using the Default button.
Shell correction should be applied if the observed number of
contacts that gives rise to the propensity value is not significantly
different from the randomly expected number of contacts, or if the
number of contacts is significantly less than the randomly expected
number of contacts. In practice this means that regions with zero or
low propensity in the outer shell of a sub-map are disregarded
during compilation of a SuperStar map.

Grid Settings
Both the grid spacing (i.e. the separation between grid points in the
SuperStar propensity map) and the actual size and location of the
grid may be altered. To view and alter these settings click on the
Settings button adjacent to Grid in the Calculation area of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane.

Setting the Grid Spacing
Grid spacing refers to the separation between grid points in the
resulting SuperStar map. A user defined overall grid spacing can be
specified within the SuperStar Grid window accessed via the
Settings button adjacent to Grid in the Calculation area of the
SuperStar Main Settings pane.
Setting the grid spacing to a lower value should be done
judiciously: in some cases, the small amount of available data in a
scatterplot do not justify a low setting for the grid spacing; check
IsoStar to get an impression of data availability for your selected
probe before altering this value.
By default, grid spacing is set to 0.7 Å. The value of 0.7 Å is an
average that is expected to work well for the sufficiently populated
scatterplots that are used in SuperStar calculations (these are
scatterplots in IsoStar with approximately more than 150 hits).
In general, setting the grid spacing to a very small value is likely to
result in statistically insignificant maps, whereas setting the grid
spacing too large causes loss of detail.
The setting of the grid spacing has an impact on calculation time.

Using Custom Grid Settings
The size and location of the grid in the SuperStar propensity map
can be changed if required, e.g. for CoMFA work.

To specify custom grid settings, first select the Grid Settings button
within the Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane,
then enable the Use custom grid tick box.
This activates the numeric fields labelled x(min), y(min), etc.; enter
the desired values (multiples of the grid spacing) in Å in all fields.

Displaying, Deleting and Customizing
SuperStar Maps
Once contour, pharmacophore, cavity and Connolly surface maps
have been created, their display can be controlled by the Hermes
Graphics Object Explorer. This will be opened the first time a map
is calculated. It can also be opened by clicking on the Graphics
Objects Explorer button at the base of the SuperStar Main
Settings pane. In addition, it can be opened from the Display dropdown menu in the top-level Hermes menu bar.
The Graphics Objects Explorer supports a tree structure view of
individual graphics objects (see bottom left box in picture below).
Individual maps can be hidden or deleted.
It is possible to change the contour level, colour or display style of
individual surfaces. Individual surfaces can also be hidden. This can
all be done via the Contour Surfaces window which is accessed
from the Display drop-down menu in the top level Hermes menu
bar.
The display of scatterplots is controlled via the Molecule Explorer.
For more details see Appendix A: Special Details for SuperStar Users
in the Hermes User Guide.

Using SuperStar from the
Command-Line
Introduction
The SuperStar graphical interface is adequate for the normal use of
SuperStar. However, sometimes it may prove useful to use the
command-line interface, e.g. to access functionality not available in
Hermes or for scripting purposes. Furthermore, the command-line
interface offers additional control over the operation of SuperStar.
The command-line interface accepts instructions through a
SuperStar instructions file. The name of this file is <jobname>.ins, i.e.,
superstar.ins by default, and it should be present in the directory
where SuperStar is run.
Another prerequisite for running SuperStar is the presence of a
protein structure or small molecule file. Protein files must be set up
properly (see Preparation of Protein and Small Molecule Input Files).
Acceptable file formats are .pdb or .mol2, but we do not recommend

the use of .pdb format for small molecule input files. The structure
file should reside in, for example, <jobname>.mol2 (SuperStar expects
the file superstar.mol2 to contain structural information by default).

Using the SuperStar Instructions File
SuperStar accessed from within Hermes is a graphical user
interface that produces an instruction file for SuperStar according
to user settings. It then starts a SuperStar standalone job and waits
for that to finish.
SuperStar can be used from the command line without the
interface if the user provides both the instruction and structure
files. An appropriate superstar.ins file can, for example, be
produced using the SuperStar interface.
The SuperStar executable can be started without the graphical user
interface using the following command on Windows:
<Installation folder>\Discovery_2022\SuperStar\superstar
superstar.ins

The SuperStar executable can be started without the graphical user
interface using the following command on Linux and macOS:
<Installation folder>/Discovery_2022/SuperStar/bin/superstar
superstar.ins

Default settings are available (definitions can be found in the
defaults file). The instructions file for SuperStar should specify as a
minimum:
• The probe to be used.
• The structures to be used in the map calculation (this could be
one structure, plus use of the cavity detection).
The default instructions file should be called superstar.ins, and
must be present in the directory where SuperStar will be run. Such
a file could contain the following entries (PDB entry 1abe):
# Title: short ins file
PROBENAME ALCOHOL OXYGEN
SUBSTRUCTURE 150

CAVITY_DETECTION 1
MOLECULE_FILE superstar.mol2

When a superstar.ins file is produced using the SuperStar interface,
it will contain many more lines. All keywords and their arguments
must be entered in capitals except for file names. Lines starting
with # are regarded as comments. A list of available probes is
available elsewhere (see Selecting a Probe Atom).
Apart from the instructions file, a protein structure file must be
present in .mol2 format called superstar.mol2. Some notes about
setting up the protein (see Preparation of Protein and Small
Molecule Input Files) are provided.
A more elaborate version of an instructions file is shown below:
JOBNAME superstar_propensity_map
PROBENAME ALCOHOL OXYGEN
GRID_SPACING 0.7
CALC_CONTOUR_SURFACE 1
SAVE_SUPER_SCATTERPLOT 0
RUN_TYPE SUPERSTAR
DATA_SOURCE CSD
SHELL_VALUES 0.5 0
SIGCHECK_METHOD POISSON SHELL
PROPENSITY_CORRECTION LOGP DEFAULT DEFAULT
MIN_CAVITY_VOLUME 10
CAVITY_RADIUS 10
PEAK_FITTING 0
PEAK_FITTING_NCYCLES 1
MIN_PEAK_HEIGHT 0
PEAK_FITTING_REFINE 0
MOLECULE_FILE superstar.mol2
CAVITY_DETECTION 1
MIN_PSP 4
SAVE_CAVITY MESH
SUBSTRUCTURE ALL
USE_TORSIONS 1

Generally, options are turned off or on by using 0 or 1 as the
argument. To use PDB data, change CSD to PDB in the DATA_SOURCE
line.

By default, a 3D contour plot is produced and written to an ascii
contour (.acnt) file called superstar.acnt. More information on
keywords is available (see Appendix A: SuperStar Keywords).

Setting up the SuperStar Instructions File
The instructions file is used to pass on a set of instructions to
SuperStar. Instructions take the form:
<KEYWORD> 0 | 1 for turning features off (0) or on (1)
<KEYWORD> <list of arguments> e.g. for specifying one or more amino

acid residues
<KEYWORD> <text> e.g. for specifying a jobname

A sample instructions file can be produced using a plain text editor.
Comments can be inserted and should start with a # as the first
character in each line. An example file is shown below:

This particular file instructs SuperStar to use CSD data, an alcohol
oxygen probe atom, and a grid spacing of 0.7 Å. It also instructs
SuperStar to perform a cavity detection, starting from residue 69 in
the protein structure that will be supplied through the file
superstar.mol2.
The above file could have been reduced to:

as most of its settings would have been set by default (see
SuperStar Defaults File). The selection of the appropriate probe, the
residue(s) and the protein structure to be used must always be
supplied.
Keywords should be entered in capitals. If a keyword is not
recognized by SuperStar, it will stop execution and produce an error
message in the SuperStar error file: <jobname>.err (usually, this file is
called superstar.err) (see Input and Output Files).

Input and Output Files
Acceptable file formats for SuperStar input files are either .pdb or
.mol2 format (.pdb format is not recommended for small molecule
structures). Ensure that all the atom types and protonation states
are correct (i.e. the hydrogen atoms must be present) (see
Preparation of Protein and Small Molecule Input Files).
While running, SuperStar produces several files, that all consist of
the <jobname> concatenated with a suitable extension. The
following files may be found in the directory after a SuperStar run
has been completed:
• <jobname>.ins. This is the SuperStar input instructions file,
containing the keywords that can be used to modify SuperStar’s
mode of calculation (see Setting up the SuperStar Instructions
File).
• <jobname>.err. The SuperStar error file contains any error
messages and warnings that are issued during the run.
Execution is not always terminated after a warning has been
issued, so this file should always be checked and its contents
evaluated (see Error Messages).
• <jobname>.log. The log file contains general information about
the run, e.g. jobname, fragment files used, grid spacing,
SUPERSTAR_ROOT, etc. It also contains a summary of the active
substructures, and an extensive list of the mapping of fragments
from the fragment list to the active substructures. It also

contains additional information on the cavity file, listing grid
spacing, grid boundaries, maximum/minimum/mean
propensities or densities in the map.
• <jobname>.acnt or <jobname>.grd. This file contains the actual
result of a SuperStar run, a map. The format of this file is an ascii
contour format with file extension .acnt, or a grid file with file
extension .grd.
• <jobname>.cavity.acnt. The cavity is written as a file in ascii
contour format. The file contains 0’s and 1’s, the latter denoting
grid points within the cavity.
• <jobname>.peaks.mol2. The peaks file is the result of a peak fitting
run. It contains the resulting peaks in .mol2 format (see
Pharmacophore Points).

Error Messages
SuperStar error messages can be found in the SuperStar error file
(see Input and Output Files). Some examples are shown below with
a short description of the problem.

Check_target_atoms: atom <atom_no>: <ATOM> in
substr <substructure><nr> is not a target atom
SuperStar analyses the input molecule for groups matching
IsoStar’s central groups. For example, for a protein, the program
performs 2D structural matching of all residues against available
fragments; if a hit is found, the atom in the residue is set as target
for 3D matching.
The warning message is issued when one of the atoms is not set as
target, i.e. if SuperStar has failed to recognize it as member of a
fragment.

Match3diso: rms match is 0.1819 (Angstrom) for central
group <nr> (<central_group_name>)
SuperStar assigns matches according to 2D similarity, i.e.
constituent parts of the input molecule are matched by atom type
and their connectivity against a list of built-in fragments (see
SuperStar Subfragment and Superfragment Files)
When this has been done, SuperStar proceeds with 3D matching, in
which it tries to superimpose the 3D structure of a matched
fragment onto the input structure. This is usually not a problem,
however, in a user-supplied input structure, bond lengths and
conformations may deviate from what is observed in the IsoStar
data. This may cause an RMS deviation (in Å) for the actual fit, and a
warning will be issued if the actual RMS is larger than a given
threshold.
The threshold is set in the defaults file (see SuperStar Defaults File),
keyword RMS_ACCEPT. Current default value is 0.10 Å.

Load_scatter_plot: can’t open file C:\Program
Files\CCDC\CSD_2022\isostar_files\istr\pdb0293\pdb02
93_59.istr for input
SuperStar retrieves its data from IsoStar; it issues the above error
when it cannot find a file. IsoStar file names start with csd or pdb,
followed by a number that designates the central group, and a
second (sometimes third) number that designates the contact
group. The file extensions are .istr.
Central group and contact group codes correspond to those in the
.spst fragment and probe files (see SuperStar Subfragment and
Superfragment Files) and (see SuperStar Probe File).
There may be two reasons for not finding a file:
• The IsoStar file may not be present because there is no data for
this interaction, or the search has not been performed in IsoStar
(or the IsoStar installation is incomplete).

• The .pdb file is not present locally; .pdb files have not been
included for all central groups, because a pre-selection was
made prior to the necessary normalization process.
The omission of a file does not preclude the calculation of a map. It
is, however, advisable to check which group SuperStar is reporting,
since interaction data will not be included in the SuperStar map for
this group.

Customizing SuperStar
SuperStar can be customized according to user requirements,
although it is recommended that the current settings should not
be altered. Alterations can be made to the defaults file and to the
fragment files.

SuperStar Defaults File
Default values for SuperStar are set in the defaults file:
$SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/defaults

The default setting of $SUPERSTAR_ROOT on Windows is:
<Installation Folder>\Discovery_2022\SuperStar

The default setting of $SUPERSTAR_ROOT on Linux is:
<Installation Folder>/Discovery_2022/SuperStar

The default setting of $SUPERSTAR_ROOT on macOS is:
<Installation Folder>/Discovery_2022/SuperStar/Resources

This is an ascii text file. Defaults are set using keywords (see
Appendix A: SuperStar Keywords). Before each run, the defaults file
is read on Windows and sourced on Linux.
Changing the default settings is not recommended. However, there
are a few methods of changing SuperStar’s mode of operation
without altering the defaults file:
• Adding specific keywords in the instructions file when needed.
This will alter behaviour for that specific job only.

• On Windows, each SuperStar user can create an additional
defaults file in their home directory: C:
\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\superstar. The keywords in this local

file will override corresponding keywords in the defaults file. This
is particularly useful if multiple users run SuperStar from the
same SUPERSTAR_ROOT. The C:
\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\superstar file will be read before
each calculation commences.
• On Linux, each SuperStar user can create an additional defaults
file in their home directory: $HOME/.superstar. The keywords in
this local file will override corresponding keywords in the
defaults file. This is particularly useful if multiple users run
SuperStar from the same SUPERSTAR_ROOT. The $HOME/.superstarfile
will be read before each calculation commences.

SuperStar Subfragment and Superfragment Files
The SuperStar fragment files govern the assignment of IsoStar data
to the input structure. They provide the links between fragments as
found in the molecules and corresponding IsoStar scatterplots.
Each time a run is performed, SuperStar attempts to assign small
molecular fragments to parts of the input molecule, by performing
2D matching of atom types and connectivity of all pre-defined
fragments (subfragments) against the input structure.
Once the input structure has been matched as well as possible,
each assigned subfragment is matched onto its part of the input
structure in three dimensions. As each SuperStar subfragment is
linked to IsoStar data, the latter stage inserts the appropriate data
sets into the protein input structure, ready for conversion into a
probability map.
The pre-defined subfragments correspond to IsoStar central
groups, e.g. the SuperStar CSD methyl group will point to all methyl
groups in IsoStar that contain methyl-probe interactions. During a
run, the actual location of the desired file is determined by looking
up the selected probe.

The pre-defined subfragments can be found in the files with
extension .spst:
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_subfrag_protein.spst
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_subfrag_small.spst
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/pdb_subfrag_protein.spst
A separate file is provided for metals (CSD data only):
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_metals.spst
The definition of fragments differ for PDB and CSD data, and the
appropriate file will be read during run-time, depending on the
choice of data source. For the sake of speeding up the 2D matching
algorithm, superfragments have been defined that internally refer
to subfragments. In practice, when a superfragment (e.g. an amino
acid) is encountered, this determines which subfragments
SuperStar should search for.
Pre-defined superfragments are stored in:
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_protein.spst
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/pdb_protein.spst
SuperStar provides support for small molecule (non-protein)
fragments:
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_groups_hetcycles.spst
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_groups_small.spst
Small molecule fragments are not available for PDB data (not
enough data in the PDB).
The fragment files to be read during a run are defined in the default
file (see SuperStar Defaults File).
The fragment records define the atom types and connectivity, a list
of atoms to be used for matching, alternative atom types for
matching, and the IsoStar code to which the fragment refers.
Further information on the format of the records can be found at
the start of the file itself.

The user is strongly recommended against altering the fragment
files.

SuperStar Probe File
The probe file provides the link between SuperStar probes and
IsoStar contact groups.
In principle, SuperStar can use as many probes as there are contact
groups available in IsoStar. In practice, however, the amount of
probes is limited, mainly by a lack of data for a large number of
probes across the set of central groups (subfragments) that
SuperStar needs to access.
In addition, there may also be a large redundancy in the
information that different probes provide. Therefore, a selection has
been made and currently 15 probes are available for CSD-based
work:

For small molecules the halogen probes are not available, since
they were found to be unreliable.
For the PDB probes, a subset was chosen from this list for which a
sufficient amount of data was available:

The probe definitions reside in the files:
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_probes.spst
• $SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/pdb_probes.spst
The probe definitions define the atom types and the IsoStar code to
which they refer. Further information on the format of the records
can be found at the start of the file itself.
The user is strongly recommended against altering the probe files.

SuperStar Flexible Fragment File
The SuperStar flexible fragment file determines the behaviour of
rotatable bonds in SuperStar. The file can be found in:
$SUPERSTAR_ROOT/suplib/csd_flex.spst

The file applies to both CSD and PDB data.
In principle, protein terminal groups like OH, NH3 and SH are
considered rotatable. If the group should not be treated as a
rotatable moiety, the terminal hydrogen should be set as a dummy
atom.
Current fragments for which torsional distributions have been
included are:
X-CH2-NH3
X-CH2-O-H
X-CYH-O-H
phenyl OH
X-CX2-S-H

These torsion distributions should not be used with non-protein
structures (small molecules).

Use of the torsion distributions can be turned off by including the
line:
USE_TORSIONS 0

in the instructions file (See USE_TORSIONS). By default, torsion angles
will be used.
In practice, the rotation of the group along a bond is sampled at a
fixed number of steps. All rotated scatterplots are weighted using
the weights of the torsional distribution. The sampling rate is
governed by the keyword FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE (See
FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE in the defaults file). Turning off
FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE results in a coarse sampling of the rotational
space which is much quicker; this can usually be done with
negligible loss of accuracy.
The user is strongly recommended against altering this file. The
format of its entries is described in the file itself.

Theory
Introduction
SuperStar calculates maps that depict the propensity for a
functional group (probe group) to bind at different positions around
a protein binding site or small molecule. SuperStar retrieves its data
from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) and the Protein
Data Bank (PDB), using the knowledge-base IsoStar as an
intermediary.
The basic steps involved in calculation of a SuperStar map are as
follows:
1. Prepare the template molecule (e.g. protein binding site)
ensuring that all atom types and protonation states are set
correctly (see Preparation of Protein and Small Molecule Input
Files). When PDB entries are used, this also involves the addition

of hydrogen atoms with the correct geometries. The orientation
of XH groups (X=N, O, S) is irrelevant if torsion distributions are
used to calculate the map (see below).
2. Select a probe atom (see Selecting a Probe Atom). The probe
atom is a specific atom in the probe group for which the
propensity will be calculated. It is usually an atom in an IsoStar
contact group, e.g. carbonyl oxygen.
3. Place the template molecule on a suitable 3D grid.
4. Analyse the template molecule and break it into fragments for
which data are available in IsoStar (the fragments correspond to
IsoStar central groups).
5. Overlay the IsoStar scatterplots onto the corresponding parts of
the template molecule. In this way, all IsoStar information is
projected onto the template molecule.
6. Convert each transformed scatterplot to a density map, and
scale the density to propensity; all maps are on the same
propensity scale after performing this step.
7. Combine overlapping maps.
8. Contour the final map and display.
All steps have been fully automated, with the exception of protein
preparation and probe selection.

SuperStar versus Energy-Based Methods
Unlike approaches that use energy-based methods, e.g. force-field
approaches, SuperStar is fully knowledge-based. This means that all
results that SuperStar produces are actually derived directly from
empirical data. Every prediction of an interaction is therefore based
on a number of real occurrences of a similar interaction, either in
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) or the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) (depending on the data source that was chosen).

While this is the strength of all knowledge-based methods, it is also
its weakness; if there are no experimental data available for a
certain phenomenon, a knowledge-based method has no way of
predicting it.
However, using an experimental source offers the possibility of
calculating results in a way that is not biased at all by a model (a
model being a potential function of a certain analytical form, fitted
to actual data).
SuperStar’s data source, IsoStar, has grown rapidly in recent years
and it covers a broad range of interactions. Extensive validation has
shown that SuperStar performs well for a large range of proteinligand complexes (see Validation).
One of the drawbacks of using experimental data directly is the
inclusion of bias that results from non-uniform sampling of the
structure space. This means that certain interactions may appear to
be more favourable just because a class of structures with that
motif is over-represented in the database. This is less of a problem
for the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) because of its size (it
contains over 900,000 crystal structure entries). It is, however, a
problem when dealing with Protein Data Bank (PDB) data. To
alleviate bias, SuperStar’s PDB data set has been modified so that it
represents a source that is as structurally diverse as possible.

Placing the Template Molecule on a Grid
and Choosing the Grid Spacing
The template molecule (protein binding site or small molecule) is
placed on a grid in such a way that the grid covers all possible
interaction sites of the template. In practice, grid boundaries are
defined from the template atom coordinates, and a border is
added.
The grid spacing must be selected with care. As IsoStar scatterplots
are discrete and contain a limited number of contact groups, their
conversion into a propensity map is not trivial. The grid spacing

must be determined in such a way that the quantity of data per
unit volume is large enough to allow conversion into density and
propensity values that are statistically significant.
In practice this means that the more data there is in the scatterplot,
the lower the grid spacing that gives meaningful results. As a
general rule, scatterplots are used that allow conversion into density
maps with grid spacings not larger than 1.4 Å. Usually, this is the
case if a scatterplot has more than ca. 150 entries in IsoStar
(although this also depends on the size of the central group).
As SuperStar produces a map with a uniform grid spacing, part of
the high-resolution information might be lost. The grid spacing in
SuperStar is therefore set as low as possible, but the current setting
is a compromise that accommodates both high and low resolution
results.
The default setting of the grid spacing is 0.7 Å. This value is
recommended for routine work. Setting a lower grid spacing may
lead to fragmented maps that are not statistically significant in
certain regions.

Fragmentation of the Template Molecule
In order to determine what information must be retrieved from
IsoStar, the template molecule must be analysed to find those parts
that match IsoStar central groups. This is done by means of a 2D
matching algorithm that uses atom types and connectivity.
The 2D matching is performed using a graph matching algorithm
that allocates a score to parts of the template; depending on the
score, predefined small fragments are assigned to the template
atoms (Ullmann matching algorithm; see References). The list of
small fragments is defined in the SuperStar subfragment files (see
SuperStar Subfragment and Superfragment Files).
The matching is performed at different levels: SuperStar first tries to
match so-called superfragments that contain, for example, aminoacids, to speed up the matching. When a superfragment has been

matched, the matching of the smaller, known subfragments that
constitute the large fragment can be done quickly. This is shown in
the figure below:

Once a complete layout of the template in terms of small, centralgroup-like structures is available, it is possible to retrieve the
necessary data from IsoStar.
The SuperStar fragment files can be extended to include additional
fragments, but care must be taken so that:
1. The newly-defined structures point to valid IsoStar files.
2. These IsoStar files contain sufficient data to justify their use.

The current set covers common protein groups and has been
chosen on the basis of data availability and changing it is not
recommended.

Transforming IsoStar Scatterplots to a
Super-Scatterplot
Once the respective IsoStar scatterplots and their corresponding
groups in the template molecule (protein binding site or small
molecule) are known, the data can be transferred to the template to
create a super-scatterplot. This is achieved by applying a geometric
transformation to the separate scatterplots, so that each is aligned
to the group in the template to which it corresponds. This process is
referred to as 3D matching, and is achieved by a simple leastsquares algorithm.
After such a transformation, the super-scatterplot for the template
might look like the following (only short-distance contacts are
shown for clarity, probe: NH groups, template: methotrexate):

Conversion and Scaling of Scatterplots
The super-scatterplot that has been created for the whole molecule
can be converted into a density plot using the grid that has been
laid across it. At this stage, the super-scatterplot still consists of
separate scatterplot contributions, and densities are calculated and
stored separately for each.
For scatterplot j, the density at a point i is calculated by distributing
the contribution of each probe over its neighbouring grid points:

The scatterplot contains Np(j) probe group entries, and each probe
group k contributes to the density at point i with a weight w(i,j,k).
∆ is the grid spacing. The weighting scheme can be linear (weight
inversely proportional to the distance to a point), or Gaussian
(weights falling off exponentially with distance).
Note: Currently, two distribution schemes are available, that can be
set through the keyword MAP_DISTRIBUTE POINTS, GAUSSIAN SMEARING
(default) and INVERSE_DISTANCE. The preferred option has been set in
the defaults file (see SuperStar Defaults File).
The density values thus obtained are then converted into
propensities by dividing them by the expected density (average
density, dav):

The value of p(i,j) denotes the propensity in scatterplot j at position i.
For example, a propensity of 8.0 would indicate that at position i,
the likelihood of encountering a probe would be eight times higher
than expected from random occurrence (so position i will probably
be part of a hot spot).

Handling of Rotatable Groups
Rotatable groups are treated in a special way, as a fixed geometry of
interaction is usually not what is explored. As a result of the rotation
of such a group around its axis, several hot spots may be found near
the moiety. For example, an aliphatic hydroxyl group may give rise
to three hot spots for anti and gauche geometries of the C-C-O-H
torsion. This is shown below for an alcohol group (in the second
image, the hydrogen has been omitted). The red/yellow contours
show preferential regions of interaction for a carbonyl moiety.

SuperStar treats the following groups as flexible:
Chemical Formula Group Name
A

X-CH2-SH

(cysteine SH)

B

Car-Car-OH

(tyrosine OH)

C

X-CHX-OH

(threonine OH)

D

X-CH2-OH

(serine OH)

E

X-CH2-NH2-H

(lysine NH3)

X=C,O,S,P;
Y=H,C,O,N,S,P
This is achieved by convoluting a scatterplot for the fixed
orientation with a torsion distribution. Torsional distributions
derived from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) are shown
below (naming of A-E as shown above).

To convert a scatterplot for a flexible group into a density map, the
following approach is used: the density at point i is approximated by
weighting the density for rotated conformations q by the rotation
distribution f:

The propensity can then be calculated by taking the ensemble
average over these contributions:

pf (i) is the propensity in the flexible map at point i. Nq is the
number of conformations that is considered.
Note: This approach is used when setting FLEXIBILITY_FLAG ENSEMBLE.
Another approach is to calculate the propensity for each orientation
q first, normalizing by (dav/Nq).

The final propensity at point i is now taken as the highest
propensity encountered among the conformations.
Note: This approach is used when setting (see FLEXIBILITY_FLAG
OPTIMISE).
Conformations are taken with 10-degree intervals, or 60-degree
intervals. The latter setting is faster, but might be slightly
detrimental to the map quality (see FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE).

Combining Separate Maps
For every grid point i in the 3D map, the propensity p(i,j) in each
separate scatterplot is known at this stage. To combine these into
one large map, the propensities are multiplied in those regions
where separate scatterplots overlap:

where Ns is the number of scatterplots contributing to the large
map. P0(i) is the map that accounts for template atoms that have
not been selected for the calculation. These atoms are treated as
hard spheres, and points in this map are set to zero when they fall
within a distance dvdW-dtol. All other points in this map are set to 1,
so it effectively provides a mask that filters out bumps. The
maximum penetration distance dtol is set to a small value (0.3 Å).

Hydrophobic Correction
Overview
Hydrophobic correction deals with the difference in the nature of
CSD and PDB data. Interactions between groups are expected to be
similar, yet their relative importance will differ between small
molecule and protein-based data. The most likely explanation for
the differences that are observed is that protein crystals are
generally crystallized from water-containing environments, and
therefore ligand binding will largely be driven by hydrophobic
interactions. Small molecules, on the other hand, are usually
crystallized from relatively apolar solvents, and for their
crystallization, polar interactions will be most important.
Although in principle we have access to PDB data, in practice this
often poses problems as a result of scarcity of data and structural
bias in the data set. Using CSD data gives better statistics simply
because there is more data available, and the range of interactions
for which data are available is broader.
As an illustration, distributions of methyl carbon and methyl oxygen
contacts are shown as observed in the CSD (small molecule
structures), and in a large set of protein-ligand binding sites in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB). The C-C distribution of distances is shown
as open circles/broken line; C-O is shown as closed circles/full line.

The relative density ratios for both C-C and C-O contacts show that
the C-C contacts are more likely to occur in the set of binding sites
(PDB data, bottom plot). The positions of the peaks (distances) are
quite similar in both CSD and PDB plots, as is expected.
Information on setting hydrophobic correction is available
elsewhere (see Hydrophobic Correction).

logP-Based Hydrophobic Correction
The logP-based hydrophobicity correction is the default correction
method and uses a group's contribution to a logP octanol/water
partition coefficient as a measure of its hydrophobicity, and sets the
correction factor accordingly. When correcting the propensity of a
point in space, the hydrophobicity of one or more surrounding
groups is assessed. The logP contribution factors are then retrieved
and used to calculate the correction factor. Thus, the environment
of a possible interaction is taken explicitly into account for

correction, both for polar and apolar probes. It is possible to use
only the nearest group for approximating the influence of the
environment, or an average over up to three nearby moieties.
The assumption is that we can model the interaction of a probe
group and a protein as a dissolution of the probe in the protein
environment, going from water phase to protein phase (diagram,
step I). The PDB-derived propensity reflects the favourability of this
transition. Likewise, data from the CSD tells us about the transition
from a crystallization solvent to a crystal phase (diagram, step III).
The correction factors for the hydrophobic correction scheme are
intended to account for the differences in hydrophobicity between
both the starting (water vs. crystallization solvent) and ending
situations (protein crystal environment vs. small molecule crystal
environment). This cycle is depicted in the diagram below:

where:
P = propensity
X = contact group
E = the environment
Ko/w = octanol/water partition coefficient
π = group contribution to logP

a, b and c = attenuation factors
The starting points of transitions I and III (water phase and
crystallization solvent in the diagram) differ in terms of
hydrophobicity and this can be accounted for using an attenuated
octanol/water partition coefficient (diagram, step II). Likewise, the
small molecule crystal phase can be made to resemble a protein
crystal using a second correction term (diagram, step IV), that is
estimated in two hypothetical steps (diagram, steps V, VI).
Setting c arbitrarily to 1, the following correction factor can be
derived for correcting CSD-derived propensities to propensities that
account for proteins, assuming that KPDB ~ PPDB, and KCSD ~ PCSD:
KPDB = 10 (a+1-b)πX+(1-b)πE . KCSD
Attenuation factor a denotes the average hydrophobicity of
crystallization solvents used for CSD structures; factor b denotes the
average hydrophobicity of crystal environments (both on a scale
from 0-water to 1-octanol).
Group contributions π for both probe X and environment E can be
found in the literature.
πX is the partial octanol-water partition coefficient for the contact
group. πE is taken to be equal to the partial octanol-water partition
coefficient for the protein environment in the vicinity of the contact.
The protein environment can be estimated as follows: πE for a
certain position in the map can be set to the partial octanol-water
partition coefficient for the protein group nearest to that point, but
within vdW radius plus ∆d, assuming that this group constitutes
the direct ‘environment’ of the contact. Alternatively, πE can be set
to the geometric average of contributions of the n nearest protein
groups within vdW radius plus ∆d (currently, n=3, ∆d=0.5). This is
controlled by setting of the ‘use environment’ option in the
hydrophobicity correction pane (see Hydrophobic Correction)
For further information, see Nissink et al.: Combined use of
physicochemical data and small-molecule crystallographic contact
propensities to predict interactions in protein binding sites (see
Validation Set References).

Classic Hydrophobic Correction
In the classic hydrophobic correction scheme (Verdonk et al. 1999
(see References)), a correction is applied to account for the lower
frequency in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) of
interactions between hydrophobic groups. For hydrophobic probes,
the propensities at all grid points closest to a hydrophobic group in
the template molecule are multiplied by the hydrophobic
correction factor P(hydro). The current setting for this value is 10.0
and can be found in the SuperStar defaults file (see
APOLAR_APOLAR_CORRECTION). Similarly, correction factors are available
for adjustment of propensities for polar-polar, and apolar-polar
contacts, but these are currently not used.
The value of the hydrophobic correction factor P(hydro) as
implemented in SuperStar has been estimated empirically. The plot
given below shows the fraction of correct predictions for a proteinligand test set of 120 entries as a function of P(hydro). The dotted
line represents the success rate for methyl carbons, the broken line
represents the averaged success rate for alcohol oxygen, RNH3
nitrogen and carbonyl oxygen. The continuous line gives the overall
success rate.

Using this plot, P(hydro) was estimated to be 10, which is the default
value. For values above 10, the overall rate drops because the
prediction rate for the hydrophilic probes deteriorates.

Classic vs. LogP-Based Hydrophobic Correction
The classic hydrophobic correction mechanism is applied to
hydrophobic probes only. It involves multiplication of propensities
at those grid points that are within a short distance of hydrophobic
parts of the protein by a correction factor. Currently, this
multiplication factor is 10.0.
Application of correction factors is most important in edge regions
of hot spots where non-zero propensity regions for probes with
different hydrophobicity may overlap. It is less important for core
regions of high-propensity hot-spots in maps, since those are

usually unambiguous. In edge regions the propensity in one map
may change relative to another map as a result of correction
thereby changing the prediction.
When using the logP-based hydrophobic correction, the πE
(protein environment) contribution to the correction factor for a
given grid position in the map is the same regardless of the probe,
and lays out a mask for the hot-spots, when occurring. For example,
near a strongly polar group, the <π>E-based part of factor c will
have a small value (smaller than 1), so that only the high-propensity
hot spots of very high intensity will appear there in the end.
The <π>X (probe) correction factor is expected to determine
discrimination in overlapping map regions for polar vs. apolar
probes. Although non-zero map regions do not mutually overlap to
a large extent for polar and apolar probes, the effect is still
beneficial.
LogP-based results are unlike those achieved using the classic
hydrophobic correction protocol, where success rates for the apolar
probes vary strongly with the applied correction factor, indicating
that there is a fair amount of overlap between non-zero propensity
regions of maps for hydrophobic and hydrophilic probes. Maps
calculated with the logP-based correction mechanism are usually
somewhat sparser than those calculated with the classic protocol.
The logP-based correction mechanism appears to give similar or
better results for probe prediction than the classic mechanism for
solvent-inaccessible Me, CO and OH groups (see table below). More
details can be found in the validation section (see Results for LogPBased Hydrophobic Correction Scheme).

Success rates of prediction for classic correction
scheme and logP-based scheme (a=0.4, b=0.8)
All ligand groups:
Ligand Groups Classic LogP-Based
CH3

75

77

O.co

66

68

Ligand Groups Classic LogP-Based
OH

61

58

UNNH

33

17

Solvent-inaccessible groups:
Ligand Groups Classic LogP-Based
CH3

71

77

O.co

77

78

OH

81

81

RR’NH

34

15

Shell Correction
Small-molecule crystal structures are packed very efficiently. As a
result, there are virtually no ‘long-distance’ interactions, as all
contacts tend to have optimal, short distances. The sparse
occurrence of contacts in the outer regions of scatterplots results in
low propensities that do not necessarily indicate that interactions
are not feasible in such regions. When combining maps, one has to
be careful that overlapping regions are not attenuated
inadvertently as a result of this feature.
When shell correction is applied, propensity values in the outer shell
of a scatterplot are set to 1.0 if:
• The observed number of contacts that gives rise to the
propensity value is not significantly different from the randomly
expected number of contact.
• The number of contacts is significantly less than the randomly
expected number of contacts.
In practice this means that regions with zero or low propensity in
the outer shell of a sub-map are disregarded during compilation of
a SuperStar map. Currently, the shell is defined as the volume
between a distance of <sum-of-VDW-radii> (i.e. the sum of the vdW
radii of contacting atoms in central group and contact group) and
<sum-of-VDW-radii>+0.5Å from the central group (IsoStar scatterplots

feature contacts up to <sum-of-VDW-radii>+0.5Å). The correction is
applied only to apolar central groups (see Results for Application of
Shell Correction).

Treatment of Metals
SuperStar can handle metals Zn, Mg and Ca. The distribution of
coordination numbers for these metals in the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD) shows that Mg2+ and Zn2+ complexes can be 4, 5,
or 6-coordinate. Ca2+ complexes are generally 6, 7, or 8-coordinate.
In addition, metal complexes can also occur in multiple geometries.
When SuperStar encounters a metal site, it will try to derive the
correct coordination number and geometry by matching a set of
idealized template geometries. These include:
Template

Geometry

ZnX4, MgX4

Tetrahedral (TET)

ZnX5, MgX5

Trigonal Bipyramidal (TBP) or Square Pyramidal
(SQP)

ZnX6, MgX6,
CaX6

Octahedral (OCT)

CaX7

Capped Trigonal Prismatic (CTP) or Pentagonal
Bipyramidal (PBP)

CaX8

Square Antiprismatic (SQAP) and Dodecahedral
(DOD)

A breakdown of the search results is shown in the table below:

During testing, all permutations of possible ligating groups over the
idealized binding points are checked, and the best fit is assumed to
be correct provided that the RMS of fit is below a given threshold (<
0.45 Å).
IsoStar data for metals comprise separate entries for all possible
occupation schemes; e.g. for trigonal bipyramidal zinc, the central
groups that have been compiled are ZnX2, ZnX3, ZnX4, and ZnX5.
Square antiprismatic calcium and trigonal bipyramidal magnesium
complexes have not been included because of the lack of data in
the CSD for these entries.
When combining metal scatterplots with the overall map, a slightly
different approach is used. The final result of this approach is that
for grid points within covalent distance of a metal atom, the
composite propensity map contains a contribution from the metal
scatterplot only.
SuperStar 1.5 and subsequent versions contain data for iron in heme
groups (CSD data only). Data for iron should be regarded with care,
as a bias has been observed towards contacts with aromatic
nitrogen-containing groups, and maps may not be representative
for the behaviour of iron in protein-heme complexes.

Pharmacophore Point Searching
The Pharmacophore point option offers an easy way to derive peaks
(locations of maxima) from a given map. This can be done
automatically after calculation of a SuperStar map.
In the resulting SuperStar map, positions of the maxima are singled
out first. To describe the maximum peak g, a Gaussian function:

is then centered on this position vp and an estimate for the
parameters hp(g) and σp is made.
F(v,g) estimates the propensity contribution from peak g at position
v.
A peak map M can be calculated by summing over all Ng peaks for
all grid positions i:

and the parameters for all Gaussian functions can be optimized by
minimizing the difference (residual) map D for all positions i:

By application of an iterative procedure, the difference map can be
fitted again with Gaussian functions, and optimized. This will yield
secondary, tertiary, etc. maxima that have not been covered in the
first pass.

Selection of a Data Source
SuperStar allows data from either the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD) or the Protein Data Bank (PDB) to be used for
propensity map calculation (see Selecting a Data Source: CSD vs.
PDB).
The origin of the data causes the differences observed between
maps calculated for either PDB or CSD data. CSD data are derived
from small molecule crystal structures in the Cambridge Structural
Database (CSD), PDB data originates from protein-ligand
complexes as found in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
There are differences between the two data sources concerning:
• Nature of the interactions as observed in CSD and PDB data sets
(see Nature of Interaction Observed in CSD and PDB data).
• Data resolution (see Data Resolution).
• Data availability (see Data Availability).
• Substructure bias (see Substructure Bias).

Nature of Interaction Observed in CSD and PDB data
Interaction data obtained from small molecule structures are
inherently different from data derived from protein crystal
structures.
Small molecule crystals are often grown in relatively apolar solvents,
whereas protein crystals are usually produced from aqueous
solvents. As a result, hydrophobic interactions do not feature as
prominently in the small molecule data set as in the protein data
set. This is because, in apolar solvents, the driving force for crystal
formation will largely be determined by strongly polar interactions
(hydrogen bonds), and the formation of hydrophobic contacts will
be less pronounced. In proteins, however, both apolar interactions
and more polar interactions will play a role, as the aqueous
environment will favour formation of contacts between the surfaces
of hydrophobic moieties.

SuperStar uses sophisticated correction algorithms to account for
this effect, so that interactions in proteins can be predicted well
using small molecule data (see Hydrophobic Correction and Shell
Correction).

Data Resolution
PDB-based data are less well resolved in terms of crystal structure
resolution than CSD data. Typically, a crystal resolution of 2.4 Å in a
protein can give rise to actual deviations from the resolved atomic
positions of about 0.5 Å. The PDB-based data set is therefore in
general fuzzier than the corresponding CSD-based one.

Data Availability
The CSD data set contains more data than the PDB data set. This is
because there are more entries in the CSD than in the PDB. In
general, better statistics and a better coverage of groups can be
expected when using CSD data.

Substructure Bias
Both CSD and PDB data may suffer from an artificial emphasis on
certain favourable orientations because there may be large
amounts of similar structures in the database that feature a
particular interaction motif.
Substructure bias is a difficult problem to alleviate. As the bias can
be very strong in the PDB data set, which is based on a relatively
small set of structures, PDB data have been corrected by excluding
multiple homologous entries whenever possible.
In the CSD data set, certain corrections have been undertaken to
remove bias and errors from scatterplots for carboxylic acids and
guanidinium groups, for example.

Validation
Validation Procedure
SuperStar can be used to generate propensity maps for ligand
binding sites in proteins. For a given binding site and a probe
group, SuperStar gathers the necessary interaction data from the
IsoStar knowledge base and calculates a 3D map. This map
highlights regions in the cavity where the probe has a high
probability of occurring. The validation procedure used is outlined
below.

SuperStar validation protocol
1. Load the protein-ligand complex.
2. Select protein residues that are within 6 Å of the ligand.
3. Calculate SuperStar maps for the following probes (CSD-based
maps):
◦ ALCOHOL OXYGEN
◦ RNH3 NITROGEN
◦ CARBONYL OXYGEN
◦ METHYL OXYGEN
Corresponding probes used for the PDB-based maps are:
◦ ALCOHOL OXYGEN
◦ AMINO NITROGEN
◦ CARBONYL OXYGEN
◦ METHYL CARBON
4. Identify the following probe groups in the ligand (if present):
◦ Alcohol groups (aliphatic and aromatic).

◦ Terminal NH3 groups.
◦ Carbonyl groups.
◦ Methyl groups.
5. Evaluate the propensity at the position of the probe atom in the
ligand probe group.
6. Determine which of the maps yields the highest propensity at
the probe atom position of the ligand prove group.
7. The percentage of correct predictions is determined as:

For a set of protein-ligand structures, it is assessed whether or not
the experimentally-observed positions of ligand groups are those
predicted by SuperStar. Specifically, maps are calculated for the
following probes: alcohol oxygen, carbonyl oxygen, ammonium
(RNH3) nitrogen and methyl carbon.
For appropriate groups in the ligands (namely, hydroxyl groups,
carbonyl groups, charged amino moieties and methyls) the
propensities of the calculated maps are checked, and a ligand
group is considered to be correctly predicted if the propensity of its
corresponding map is the highest of the four. The outcome of the
validation is an overall success rate of prediction fcorr (i.e. the
fraction of correctly predicted ligand groups). For further details of
this procedure, refer to Verdonk et al.: SuperStar: a knowledgebased approach for identifying interaction sites in proteins (see
Validation Set References).

Data Used by SuperStar
SuperStar maps can be computed from:
• Raw PDB interaction data.

• Raw CSD data.
• Parameterized CSD data (fits) (in which the raw data have been
fitted by Gaussian representations).
• A combination of parameterized and discrete CSD data (hybrid
method).
When using the hybrid method, SuperStar will substitute raw data
with parameterized data only when a high-quality fit is available.
Both the fit method and the hybrid method run considerably faster
than the original CSD-based method.

Test Set of Protein-Ligand Complexes
A test set of 305 protein-ligand complexes was used to determine
SuperStar success rates, see Nissink et al.: A new test set for
validating predictions of protein-ligand interaction (see Validation
Set References). All complexes have had their protonation states
manually set and have been extensively checked.
From this set, a subset of 224 reliable complexes were selected. This
clean set of complexes, while ensuring as much diversity as
possible, excludes all complexes that might be unreliable.
Complexes were considered to be unsuitable if they did not pass
the following checks:
• Involvement of crystallographically-related protein units in
ligand binding.
• Identification of bad clashes between protein side chains and
the ligand.
• Presence of structural errors, and/or inconsistency of ligand
placement with crystal structure electron density.
Limiting the clean list to resolutions better than 2.0 Å leaves 92
entries, for which results will also be shown. The full list of 305, the
clean list of 224, and the limited clean of 92 entries list are shown in
the table below:

Full set (305 entries)
1a07 1a0q 1a1b 1a1e 1a28 1a42 1a4g 1a4k 1a4q 1a6w
1a9u 1aaq 1abe 1abf 1acj 1acl 1acm 1aco 1aec 1aha
1ai5 1aj7 1ake 1aoe 1apt 1apu 1aqw 1ase 1atl 1azm
1b58 1b59 1b6n 1b9v 1baf 1bbp 1bgo 1bl7 1blh 1bma
1bmq 1byb 1byg 1c12 1c1e 1c2t 1c5c 1c5x 1c83 1cbs
1cbx 1cdg 1cf8 1cil 1cin 1ckp 1cle 1com 1coy 1cps
1cqp 1ctr 1ctt 1cvu 1cx2 1d0l 1d3h 1d4p 1dbb 1dbj
1dbm 1dd7 1dg5 1dhf 1did 1die 1dmp 1dog 1dr1 1dwb
1dwc 1dwd 1dy9 1eap 1ebg 1eed 1ei1 1ejn 1ela 1elb
1elc 1eld 1ele 1eoc 1epb 1epo 1eta 1etr 1ets 1ett
1etz 1f0r 1f0s 1f3d 1fax 1fbl 1fen 1fgi 1fig 1fkg
1fki 1fl3 1flr 1frp 1ghb 1glp 1glq 1gpy 1hak 1hdc
1hdy 1hef 1hfc 1hiv 1hos 1hpv 1hri 1hsb 1hsl 1htf
1hti 1hvr 1hyt 1ibg 1icn 1ida 1igj 1imb 1ivb 1ivc
1ivd 1ive 1ivq 1jao 1jap 1kel 1kno 1lah 1lcp 1ldm
1lic 1lkk 1lmo 1lna 1lpm 1lst 1lyb 1lyl 1mbi 1mcq
1mcr 1mdr 1ml1 1mld 1mmb 1mmq 1mnc 1mrg 1mrk 1mts
1mtw 1mup 1nco 1ngp 1nis 1nsd 1okl 1okm 1pbd 1pdz
1pgp 1pha 1phd 1phf 1phg 1poc 1ppc 1pph 1ppi 1ppl
1pso 1ptv 1qbr 1qbt 1qbu 1qcf 1qh7 1ql7 1qpe 1qpq
1rbp 1rds 1rne 1rnt 1rob 1rt2 1sln 1slt 1snc 1srf
1srg 1srh 1srj 1stp 1tdb 1tka 1tlp 1tmn 1tng 1tnh
1tni 1tnl 1tph 1tpp 1trk 1tyl 1ukz 1ulb 1uvs 1uvt

1vgc 1vrh 1wap 1xid 1xie 1xkb 1ydr 1yds 1ydt 1yee
25c8 2aad 2ack 2ada 2ak3 2cgr 2cht 2cmd 2cpp 2ctc
2dbl 2er7 2fox 2gbp 2h4n 2ifb 2lgs 2mcp 2mip 2pcp
2phh 2pk4 2plv 2qwk 2r04 2r07 2sim 2tmn 2tsc 2yhx
2ypi 3cla 3cpa 3erd 3ert 3gch 3gpb 3hvt 3mth 3nos
3pgh 3ptb 3tpi 4aah 4cox 4cts 4dfr 4er2 4est 4fab
4fbp 4lbd 4phv 4tpi 5abp 5cpp 5er1 5p2p 6abp 6cpa
6rnt 6rsa 7cpa 7tim 8gch

Clean list (224 entries)
1a28 1a42 1a4g 1a4q 1a6w 1a9u 1aaq 1abe 1abf 1acj
1acl 1acm 1aco 1aec 1ai5 1aoe 1apt 1apu 1aqw 1ase
1atl 1azm 1b58 1b59 1b9v 1baf 1bbp 1bgo 1bl7 1blh
1bma 1bmq 1byb 1byg 1c12 1c1e 1c5c 1c5x 1c83 1cbs
1cbx 1cdg 1cil 1ckp 1cle 1com 1coy 1cps 1cqp 1cvu
1cx2 1d0l 1d3h 1d4p 1dbb 1dbj 1dd7 1dg5 1dhf 1did
1dmp 1dog 1dr1 1dwb 1dwc 1dwd 1dy9 1eap 1ebg 1eed
1ei1 1ejn 1eoc 1epb 1epo 1eta 1etr 1ets 1ett 1f0r
1f0s 1f3d 1fax 1fen 1fgi 1fkg 1fki 1fl3 1flr 1frp
1glp 1glq 1hak 1hdc 1hfc 1hiv 1hos 1hpv 1hri 1hsb
1hsl 1htf 1hvr 1hyt 1ibg 1ida 1imb 1ivb 1ivq 1jap
1kel 1lah 1lcp 1ldm 1lic 1lna 1lpm 1lst 1lyb 1lyl
1mbi 1mcq 1mdr 1mld 1mmq 1mrg 1mrk 1mts 1mup 1nco
1ngp 1nis 1okl 1okm 1pbd 1pdz 1phd 1phg 1poc 1ppc

1pph 1ppi 1pso 1ptv 1qbr 1qbu 1qcf 1qpe 1qpq 1rds
1rne 1rnt 1rob 1rt2 1slt 1snc 1srj 1tdb 1tlp 1tmn
1tng 1tnh 1tni 1tnl 1tpp 1trk 1tyl 1ukz 1ulb 1uvs
1uvt 1vgc 1wap 1xid 1xie 1ydr 1ydt 1yee 25c8 2aad
2ack 2ada 2ak3 2cht 2cmd 2cpp 2ctc 2dbl 2fox 2gbp
2h4n 2ifb 2lgs 2mcp 2pcp 2phh 2pk4 2qwk 2r07 2tmn
2tsc 2yhx 2ypi 3cla 3cpa 3erd 3ert 3gpb 3hvt 3tpi
4aah 4cox 4cts 4dfr 4est 4fbp 4lbd 4phv 5abp 5cpp
5er1 6rnt 6rsa 7tim

Clean list, resolution threshold 2.0 Å (92 entries)
1a28 1a4q 1a6w 1abe 1abf 1aec 1aoe 1apt 1apu 1aqw
1atl 1b58 1b59 1bma 1byb 1c1e 1c5c 1c5x 1c83 1cbs
1cil 1coy 1d0l 1d3h 1ejn 1eta 1f3d 1fen 1flr 1glp
1glq 1hfc 1hpv 1hsb 1hsl 1hvr 1hyt 1ida 1jap 1kel
1lcp 1lic 1lna 1lst 1mld 1mmq 1mrg 1mrk 1mts 1nco
1phd 1phg 1ppc 1pph 1qbr 1qbu 1rds 1rnt 1rob 1slt
1snc 1srj 1tmn 1tng 1tnh 1tni 1tnl 1tpp 1tyl 1ukz
1vgc 1wap 1xid 1xie 2ak3 2cmd 2cpp 2ctc 2fox 2gbp
2h4n 2qwk 2tmn 2tsc 3cla 3ert 3tpi 4dfr 4est 5abp
6rnt 7tim

SuperStar Success Rates for Large Sets of
Protein-Ligand Complexes
Table II shows results of a SuperStar validation using the clean lists
from Table I for different methods and data sets.
Results are subdivided into those for the whole set of ligand probe
groups (solvent accessibility 0.0 to 1.0), and those for solventinaccessible ones only (solvent accessibility 0.0 to 0.02, buried
groups). SuperStar is expected to perform better for solventinaccessible atoms only (as IsoStar contains data for specific, shortrange interactions, and does not know about solvent-exposed
groups).
Table II, Solvent accessibility range 0.0-1.0:
Full list
Data type:

Clean list, all
fcorr <n>

<n>

Clean list, R<2.0Å

fcorr

<n>

fcorr

CSD
Raw

1098 66

785

68

335

70

Parameterized 1098 63

785

66

335

67

Hybrid

1098 65

785

68

335

69

1100 62

784

64

332

66

PDB
Raw

Table II, Solvent accessibility range 0.00-0.02:
Full list
Data type:

<n>

Clean list, all

fcorr <n>

Clean list, R<2.0Å

fcorr <n>

fcorr

CSD
Raw

360 76

269

76

124

81

Parameterized 359 72

269

74

124

77

Hybrid

269

76

124

80

PDB

359 74

Raw

Full list

Clean list, all

Clean list, R<2.0Å

360 75

268

123

77

76

As is clear from Table II, rates of prediction, fcorr, are similar for the
full list and clean lists. A general trend is observed that better
prediction rates are achieved for the clean sets containing only wellresolved complexes.

Results: Error analysis - variance in fcorr
Bootstrapping analysis was performed for each of the clean lists (i.e.
for lists of sizes 224 and 92 entries) to estimate the uncertainty in
the success rates fcorr. These are shown in Table III.
Table III, Solvent accessibility range 0.0-1.0:
Full list

Clean list, all

Clean list, R<2.0Å

Data type:

Error in fcorr Error in fcorr

Error in fcorr

CSD set, s.e

1.5

1.8

3.0

PDB set, s.e 1.5

1.9

3.0

Table III, Solvent accessibility range 0.00-0.02:
Full list

Clean list, all

Clean list, R<2.0Å

Data type:

Error in fcorr Error in fcorr

Error in fcorr

CSD set, s.e

2.6

3.0

4.2

PDB set, s.e 2.3

2.6

4.1

This analysis yields an estimate of the variance in fcorr that would be
observed for different lists of good protein-ligand entries. The
analysis was performed for 1000 lists of the same size as the original
list, generated by selecting protein entries from the original list
randomly, and with replacement (i.e. these random lists may
contain multiple instances of the same entry).

Validation results were then calculated for these artificial lists, and
the standard deviation was derived from the set of prediction rates
that were calculated. Bootstrapping analysis was performed for
both the CSD and the PDB set separately, as the underlying
distributions of validation results might be different. However,
analysis of the full set of 305 entries gave similar standard errors for
both CSD and PDB-based methods (s=1.5 percent-units for all
atoms, and s=2.6 for the solvent-inaccessible ones, CSD data; s=1.5
and s=2.3 for PDB data).
For the clean list, a similar correspondence was observed.
Results in Table VI show that prediction rates for ligand groups
disregarding solvent accessibility are better when using CSD data.
Performance rates of the methods that use raw, parameterized, or
hybrid CSD data do not differ statistically. When looking at the
solvent-inaccessible ligand groups only (solvent accessibility range
0.0-0.02), performance of SuperStar using CSD or PDB data is
similar, in the range of 75-80%.

Does SuperStar Perform Differently for
Different Proteins?
Table IV displays a breakdown of the SuperStar results according to
protein type. As can be seen, filtering out dubious and non-diverse
entries reduces the size of the sets (<n>) by up to a third.
Table IV, Solvent accessibility range 0.0-1.0:
Subset1

Full set
<n>

Clean Set

fcorr <n>

fcorr

Hydrolases (132;92)

561 66

364 66

Metalloproteases (22;14)

74

45

Aspartic proteases (27;19)

217 67

145 66

Serine proteases (38;26)

103 63

56

66

Glycosidases (35;26)

100 63

65

66

Transferases & kinases (35;26) 117 61

78

69

80

82

Subset1

Full set

Clean Set

Kinases (12;7)

38

50

12

92

Lyases (12;11)

18

89

17

88

Oxidoreductases (30;25)

92

74

86

76

Immunoglobulins (34;22)2

108 56

71

58

Isomerases (16;11)

37

62

28

57

Lectins (6;5)

27

67

23

75

Virus proteins (5;2)

9

67

2

100

Table IV, Solvent accessibility range 0.00-0.02:
Subset1

Full set
<n>

fcorr

Clean set
<n>

fcorr

Hydrolases (132;92)

186 74

130 72

Metalloproteases (22;14)

32

94

18

94

Aspartic proteases (27;19)

77

65

56

63

Serine proteases (38;26)

34

65

20

60

Glycosidases (35;26)

19

68

17

71

Transferases & kinases (35;26) 25

80

16

88

Kinases (12;7)

6

50

2

100

Lyases (12;11)

1

100 1

100

Oxidoreductases (30;25)

32

84

30

87

Immunoglobulins (34;22)2

21

67

15

73

Isomerases (16;11)

22

77

16

69

Lectins (6;5)

15

80

13

85

Virus proteins (5;2)

0

-

0

-

It is clear that omitting dubious entries does not change the
performance rates of SuperStar very much. It is difficult, however, to
draw conclusions about performance rates that are derived from
small sets, and therefore the success rates in Table IV should simply
be regarded as rough indications. Standard errors for sets of size
<n> ~ 120 are estimated to lie around 4 units, and for <n> ~ 60
around 5.5 units.

Does SuperStar Really Perform Differently
for Different Proteins?
In order to ascertain whether results for subgroups of certain
protein types are truly different from that of the large superset (of
305 entries, or 224 for the clean list), we calculated χ2 values as
follows: each ligand probe that is used for determination of the
success rate is classified as 0 if it is incorrectly predicted, and as 1 if it
is correctly predicted (the validation is carried out for four probes).
χ2 is then calculated assuming that the full set and the subset
under consideration are independent; the null hypothesis states
that both sets originate from the same distribution.
Table V below shows the success rates again (as Table IV), but now
includes the χ2 values.
Table V, Solvent accessibility range 0.0-1.0:
Subset3

Full set
<n>

Clean set

fcorr χ2

<n>

fcorr

χ2

Hydrolases (132;92)

561 66

0.11 364 66

0.57

Metalloproteases (22;14)

76

4.86 45

82

3.52

Aspartic proteases (27;19)

217 67

0.05 145 66

0.25

Serine proteases (38;25)

103 63

0.47 56

66

0.21

Glycosidases (17;10)

100 63

0.13 65

66

0.05

Transferases & kinases
(35;26)

117 61

0.52 78

69

0.08

Kinases only (12;7)

38

50

1.50 12

92

2.86

Lyases (12;11)

18

89

3.74 17

88

2.9

Oxidoreductases (30;25)

92

74

2.25 86

76

2.20

Immunoglobulins (34;22)4

108 56

6.17 71

58

3.79

Isomerases (16;11)

37

62

0.10 28

57

0.86

Lectins (6;5)

27

67

0.01 23

75

0.00

Virus proteins (5;2)

9

67

0.00 2

100 0.90

80

Table V, Solvent accessibility range 0.00-0.02:

Subset3

Full set
<n>

fcorr

Clean set
χ2

<n>

fcorr

χ2

Hydrolases (132;92)

186 74

0.67 130 72

0.68

Metalloproteases (22;14)

32

94

4.94 18

94

3.22

Aspartic proteases (27;19)

77

65

4.73 56

63

4.44

Serine proteases (38;25)

34

65

2.48 20

60

2.58

Glycosidases (17;10)

19

68

0.71 17

71

0.27

Transferases & kinases
(35;26)

25

80

0.69 16

88

1.09

Kinases only (12;7)

6

50

0.34 2

100 0.63

Lyases (12;11)

1

100 0.30 1

100 0.31

Oxidoreductases (30;25)

32

84

0.96 30

87

1.70

Immunoglobulins (34;22)4

21

67

1.13 15

73

0.06

Isomerases (16;11)

22

77

0.00 16

69

0.45

Lectins (6;5)

15

80

0.08 13

85

0.50

Virus proteins (5;2)

0

-

-

-

-

0

At the 10% confidence level, the threshold for χ2 is 2.71 (for df=1). The
sets for which we can reject the null hypothesis at this level of
significance have their χ2 value shown in italics in Table VII.
We may tentatively conclude that these sets printed in italics differ
from the overall set (of 305 or 224 entries), and this may cause their
SuperStar success rates to differ significantly (for the worse or the
better) from the overall success rates of the set from which they
were taken (of course, when this many χ2 tests are performed, it is
highly likely that some extreme χ2 values will occur by random
chance).

Results for LogP-Based Hydrophobic
Correction Scheme
Results in the previous chapters have been calculated for the classic
hydrophobicity correction scheme. SuperStar 1.5 and subsequent
versions use the logP-based hydrophobicity correction protocol by

default. Results obtained using the new correction protocol have
been shown to be similar to or better than those of the classic
scheme, Nissink et al.: Combined use of physicochemical data and
small-molecule crystallographic contact propensities to predict
interactions in protein binding sites (see Validation Set References).
Table VI shows a comparison of results obtained using different
hydrophobicity correction schemes. The breakdown of groups is
more detailed than in the previous sections. Here, SuperStar probes
are alcohol oxygen, carbonyl oxygen, uncharged amino nitrogen,
aliphatic CH carbon and aromatic CH carbon. The ligand groups
that were evaluated were: alcohols, carbonyl groups, RNH2 and
RR'NH amino groups, aromatic CH groups, and methyls.
Table VI, Part 1 and 2 below shows validation results for different
hydrophobicity correction protocols. PDB results are shown for
comparison.
Table VI, Part 1:
Aliphatic CH Aromatic CH C=O
ngroups

468

224

f

f'

PDB

60

CSD, no correction

176

f

f'

f

66 16

72

61 61

4

17 7

9

88 88

CSD, classic

10

71 81

86

78 78

CSD, logP, single

18

81 75

80

85 85

CSD, logP, extended 18

80 75

80

85 85

OH

RNH2

RR'NH

96

29

74

Table VI, Part 2:

ngroups

f

f'

f

f'

79 86

f

f'

PDB

65 96

76 87

CSD, no correction

81 100 7

100 38 88

CSD, classic

81 96

7

86

18 71

CSD, logP, single

70 97

17 72

41 71

f'

OH
CSD, logP, extended 69 97

RNH2

RR'NH

17 72

41 71

Validation results are shown as fractions f of groups predicted
correctly (i.e. predicted by the correct probe, e.g. an alcohol
predicted by the alcohol oxygen probe). The fraction f' indicates the
percentage of groups predicted by any appropriate probe (e.g. an
alcohol group may well be predicted by an uncharged amino
nitrogen map, which covers donor property, or by a carbonyl CO
map, as an alcohol may act as an acceptor).
When no correction is used, the skew of CSD data to emphasize
polar group interactions is clear from the low rates observed for
prediction of CH groups. This is corrected by application of the
classic and logP protocols. Use of the logP protocol particularly
improves the selectivity of the probes, which results in better
prediction for NH groups by the uncharged NH probe maps. We
also observe better f' rates for the apolar ligand groups, indicating
that apolar ligand groups are singled out by apolar SuperStar
probes more often.
The single and extended logP versions differ in the derivation of the
hydrophobicity of protein groups (this is set by the
PROPENSITY_CORRECTION keyword in the defaults file). The influence of
this option on results is only minor, although individual maps may
look slightly different.
There are differences in the maps calculated according to the new
procedures when compared to the classic scheme: logP-corrected
maps can be somewhat sparser for the polar probes. This is a result
of a correction for polar-polar and apolar-polar contacts that is
absent in the classic scheme. The logP-based correction protocol
effectively attenuates contributing maps for strong contacts
between polar group and polar probe, and enhances maps for
strong apolar-apolar-type contacts. This corresponds well with what
is expected in terms of differences between small molecule and
protein crystal structures.

Results for Application of Shell Correction
Small-molecule crystal structures are packed very efficiently. As a
result, there are virtually no 'long-distance' interactions, as all
contacts tend to have optimal, short distances. The sparse
occurrence of contacts in the outer regions of scatterplots results in
low propensities that do not necessarily indicate that interactions
are unfeasible in such regions. When combining maps, one has to
be careful that overlapping regions are not attenuated
inadvertently as a result of this feature.
When shell correction is turned on, only grid points with
significantly high propensities in the outer shell of a scatterplot are
used for map calculation. It was observed that this procedure is
especially beneficial for tight binding sites, where sub-maps used
for calculating the SuperStar map may overlap considerably.
Table VII Part 1 and Part 2 below shows validation results for a
combination of logP hydrophobicity correction and shell correction.
Other protocols are shown for comparison.
Table VII, Part 1:
Aliphatic CH Aromatic CH C=O
ngroups

468

224

f

f'

CSD, classic

10

CSD, logP, single

f

176
f'

f

71 81

86

78 78

18

81 75

80

85 85

CSD, π-based/∆shell 18

80 75

80

85 85

Table VII, Part 2:

ngroups

OH

RNH2

RR'NH

96

29

74

f

f'

f

f'

f

f'

CSD, classic

81 96 7

86 18 71

CSD, logP, single

70 97 17 72 41 71

CSD, π-based/∆shell 69 97 17 72 41 71

f'

Validation results are shown as fractions f of groups predicted
correctly (i.e. predicted by the correct probe, e.g. an alcohol
predicted by the alcohol oxygen probe). The fraction f' indicates the
percentage of groups predicted by any appropriate probe (e.g. an
alcohol group may well be predicted by an uncharged amino
nitrogen map, which covers donor property, or by a carbonyl CO
map, as an alcohol may act as an acceptor).
When the shell correction option is used, improvements are
observed for the prediction of amino groups by the uncharged
amino NH probe. The success rate for the prediction of OH is
slightly lower, but this is mainly due to competitive prediction of OH
groups by the uncharged amino NH maps. This is not unexpected,
since the uncharged NH probe maps predict donating groups.

Conclusions
In general, the predictive performance of SuperStar is good when
ligand groups are solvent-inaccessible, i.e. buried in the active site
rather than at a surface. Aspartic proteases, serine proteases,
glycosidases, isomerases, and the set of immunoglobulins (and
catalytic antibodies) seem to perform less well; results for
metalloproteases are above average. χ2 values for the aspartic
proteases and metalloproteases are rather high, indicating that
results for these subsets are significantly different from those of the
respective full or clean set. For the full set of ligand probes (solvent
accessibility 0.0-1.0), the subsets of metalloproteases, lyases and
immunoglobulins yield results that differ significantly.
SuperStar yields similar results for the full list of 305 entries and the
clean lists from which dubious and non-diverse entries have been
removed. This is not an unexpected result, as the entries that we
denote as doubtful possess unacceptable features that are
generally localized in a small region of the structure. The remaining
part of the protein-ligand complex is not affected, and SuperStar
will be well able to predict properties for that part of the structure.
On the whole, SuperStar achieves an accuracy of prediction for at
least 70% for different types of proteins. Prediction rates are
generally better for buried ligand atoms.

For small subsets of proteins, different results may be observed by
chance, or arise from subsets being significantly different from the
large test sets from which they originate. This can be detected
using a χ2-based test. Factors like the contents of the set in terms of
type of ligand probe1, or properties like crystallographic resolution,
or protein side-chain flexibility may cause such differences in the
observed rates of prediction for these protein subsets.
SuperStar 1.5 and subsequent releases use the logP-based
hydrophobicity correction protocol with shell correction by default.
Results obtained using the new correction protocol have been
shown to be similar to or better than those of the classic scheme,
see: J. W. M. Nissink, R. Taylor (see Validation Set References).
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Appendix A: SuperStar
Keywords
SuperStar keywords are used in the SuperStar command-line
interface, and can also be inserted in the defaults file (see SuperStar
Defaults File) or the user-defined $HOME/.superstar file.

Keywords
APOLAR_APOLAR_CORRECTION
CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE
CALC_METAL_BONDS
CAVITY_DETECTION
CAVITY_ORIGIN
CAVITY_RADIUS
CONTOUR_LIST
COVALENT_TOLERANCE
DATA_SOURCE
FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE

FLEXIBILITY_FLAG
FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS
FUZZINESS_SIGMA
FUZZY_TEMPLATE
GOLD_MIN_PROPENSITY
GRID_LIMITS_[XYZ]
GRID_SPACING
MAP_DISTRIBUTE_POINTS
MAP_FORMAT
MAX_PENETRATION
MAX_SCATTER_ATOMS
MIN_CAVITY_VOLUME
MIN_PEAK_HEIGHT
MIN_PROPENSITY
MIN_PSP
MIN_SCATTER_DENS
MOLECULE_FILE
PEAK_FITTING
PEAK_FITTING_NCYCLES
PEAK_FITTING_REFINE
PROBENAME
PROPENSITY_CORRECTION
RMS_ACCEPT
RUN_TYPE

SAVE_ACCESSIBLE_VOLUME_MAP
SAVE_CAVITY
SAVE_CENTRAL_GROUPS
SAVE_EXCLUDED_VOLUME_MAP
SAVE_GOLD_FITTING_POINTS
SAVE_LIGSITE_MAP
SAVE_SUPER_SCATTERPLOT
SAVE_SUPERSTAR_MAP
SHELL_VALUES
SIGNIFICANCE_LEVEL
SIGNIFICANCE_METHOD
SUBSTRUCTURE
SUPERSTAR_MAP_BACKGROUND
USE_TORSIONS

Usage of Keywords
APOLAR_APOLAR_CORRECTION
APOLAR_APOLAR_CORRECTION <value>
default: 10

Hydrophobic effect parameters. At the end of a SuperStar run, the
propensity map is corrected for the hydrophobic effect (see
References). At each grid point, the correction factor is determined
by the probe type, and by the atom type of the nearest template
atom. The propensity is then multiplied by the correction factor.
This is done for CSD probes only.

CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE
CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE <option1> <option2> <option3>
default: 0 (off)
option1: 0 (off) | 1 (on)
option2: FULL | PATCH
option3: ADDMOL

Specifying CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE will perform a SuperStar map
calculation followed by projection of the map onto a Connolly
surface of the binding site. The second option, FULL or PATCH,
specifies whether the whole surface is shown (including those
points with propensities that fall below the lowest level specified),
or surface points for the specified propensity levels only.
Specifying ADDMOL will include the molecule structure in the MOL2
file to facilitate viewing in RasMol.
The result is written to a .mol2 file superstar.connolly.mol2.
For the specification of colours (see CONTOUR_LIST).
An example is shown below: FULL (top) and PATCH (bottom).

Alternatively, the Connolly surfaces can be displayed in RasMol. A
RasMol script file superstar.connolly.scr is written for this purpose.
When ADDMOL has been specified, the script file will enable thick
atoms and bonds for the molecule (through RasMol’s cpk and
wireframe commands).
To view a Connolly surface in RasMol, start RasMol as follows:
rasmol -mol2 superstar.connolly.mol2 -script
superstar.connolly.scr

CALC_CONTOUR_SURFACE
CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE <option1> <option2>
default: 0 (off)
option1: 0 (off) | 1 (on)
option2: ADDMOL

Specifying CALC_CONTOUR_SURFACE will perform a SuperStar map
calculation followed by contouring of the map at the specified
levels. The result is an IsoStar-type chickenwire surface and is
written to a MOL2 file (superstar.contour.mol2). A script file is written
to facilitate viewing of the resulting file in RasMol.
Specifying ADDMOL will include the molecule structure in the MOL2
file (in thick bonds and atom) to make viewing in RasMol easier.
For the specification of colours (see CONTOUR_LIST).
To view a map in RasMol, start RasMol as follows:
rasmol -mol2 superstar.connolly.mol2 -script
superstar.connolly.scr

This keyword is extensively used by the SuperStar interface to
prepare files for viewing in RasMol.

CALC_METAL_BONDS
CALC_METAL_BONDS <option>
default: 1 (on)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, all bonds to metal atoms are
recalculated using a standard table of covalent radii and a covalent
tolerance (see COVALENT_TOLERANCE).

CAVITY_DETECTION
CAVITY_DETECTION <option>
default: 0 (off)

options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the selected substructures will be used
to grow a cavity from (up to the cavity radius). The LIGSITE
algorithm is used to determine which regions form part of the
cavity. The SuperStar map will only be calculated for the residues
around the cavity (or cavities). If SAVE_CAVITY is switched on, the
cavity is written to <jobname>.cavity.acnt.

CAVITY_ORIGIN
CAVITY_ORIGIN <value1> <value2> <value3>
default: 0.0 0.0 0.0

Single point (x,y,z) from which the cavity is to be grown. It is used
only if CAVITY_DETECTION is switched on and no SUBSTRUCTURE selection
is specified.

CAVITY_RADIUS
CAVITY_RADIUS <value>
default: 10.0 (Å)

To limit the extent of the cavity. If <value> is set to 15.0 (Å), no
substructures outside this sphere are allowed to be part of the
cavity. It does not mean that all substructures within 15.0 (Å) are
automatically part of the cavity. This is determined by the cavity
detection algorithm.

CONTOUR_LIST
CONTOUR_LIST <value1> <colour1> <value2> <colour2> ...
available colours: GREEN, CYAN, BLUE, MAGENTA, PURPLE,
RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, WHITE, GREENBLUE,
REDORANGE, VIOLET, BLACK

This option sets the colours for the surface projection produced by
the option CALC_CONNOLLY_SURFACE. The colours are written into the
MOL2 file that is produced, and correspond to SYBYL’s set of
colours.

COVALENT_TOLERANCE
COVALENT_TOLERANCE <value>
default: 0.4 (Å)

The COVALENT_TOLERANCE is used to determine if two atoms form a
covalent bond. If the distance between two atoms minus the sum
of the two atomic covalent radii is smaller than <value> they are
regarded as being covalently bonded. Covalent bonds are
recalculated for metal atoms only if CALC_METAL_BONDS is switched on.

DATA_SOURCE
DATA_SOURCE CSD | PDB

This keyword selects the use of CSD or PDB data.

FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE
FLEXIBILITY_EXHAUSTIVE <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

This option determines the behaviour of rotatable groups. If
switched on, flexible groups are rotated in steps of 10 degrees (15 in
the case of SH groups). If it is set to 0, the step size is 60 degrees
(with no observable loss of quality).

FLEXIBILITY_FLAG
FLEXIBILITY_FLAG OPTIMISE | ENSEMBLE

This option determines how the propensity plots for different
orientations of rotatable groups are combined into one plot for that
group.

The options are:
• OPTIMISE each propensity so that it corresponds to the optimum
found for that orientation of the group.
• ENSEMBLE each propensity represents an ensemble average over
all conformations.

FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS
FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS <n>
FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS: all grid points within FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS *
FUZZINESS_SIGMA of the reference grid point are convoluted with a

Gaussian function (see FUZZY_TEMPLATE and FUZZINESS_SIGMA).

FUZZINESS_SIGMA
FUZZINESS_SIGMA <value>
default: 0.4 (Å)

The sigma used in the Gaussian smearing function that determines
the fuzziness of the template molecule (see FUZZY_TEMPLATE and
FUZZINESS_NSIGMAS).

FUZZY_TEMPLATE
FUZZY_TEMPLATE <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on the individual propensity maps will be
smeared out using a Gaussian smearing function (see
FUZZINESS_SIGMA), before they are combined.

GOLD_MIN_PROPENSITY
GOLD_MIN_PROPENSITY <value>
default: 5.0

If SAVE_GOLD_FITTING_POINTS is switched on, all grid points with a
propensity greater than GOLD_MIN_PROPENSITY will be written out as a
MOL2 file called gold_fit_pts.mol2.

GRID_LIMITS_[XYZ]
GRID_LIMITS_X <value1> <value2>
GRID_LIMITS_Y <value1> <value2>
GRID_LIMITS_Z <value1> <value2>
default: AUTO AUTO

To set the exact limits along the x, y or z axis of the grid on which
the SuperStar map is calculated. The only restrictions to <value1>
and <value2> are that <value2> should be greater than <value1>, and
that both <value1> and <value2> should be multiples of the grid
spacing.
If both arguments are set to AUTO:
GRID_LIMITS_X AUTO AUTO
GRID_LIMITS_Y AUTO AUTO
GRID_LIMITS_Z AUTO AUTO

the boundaries of the grid will be set automatically by the program.

GRID_SPACING
GRID_SPACING <value>
default: 0.7 (Å)
GRID_SPACING defines the separation between grid points in the

SuperStar probability map. Changing the default grid spacing is not
recommended. A larger grid spacing will lose detail in the map.
Conversely, a smaller grid spacing is likely to result in statistically
insignificant data because of the limited amount of data in the
scatterplots that are used.

MAP_DISTRIBUTE_POINTS
MAP_DISTRIBUTE_POINTS <arg>
options: GAUSSIAN_SMEARING | INVERSE_DISTANCE

This keyword sets the way in which SuperStar distributes a contact
group over neighbouring grid points when converting scatterplots
into density plots. Currently, available weighting schemes apply a
Gaussian distribution function, or a weight based on the inverse of
the distance of the probe atom to the grid point (see Conversion
and Scaling of Scatterplots).

MAP_FORMAT
MAP_FORMAT <option>
options: SYBYL_ASCII_CONTOUR | INSIGHT_ASCII_GRID

This will set the format of the contour map that is written out.

MAX_PENETRATION
MAX_PENETRATION <value>
default: 0.3 (Å)

This determines how much the probe can penetrate the template
molecule. Normally the default value will identify the correct
accessible volume. For the (small) water probe, however, a value of
0.7 (Å) is more appropriate.

MAX_SCATTER_ATOMS
MAX_SCATTER_ATOMS <value>
default: 5000

This limits the number of atoms in a composite scatterplot.
Calculating a composite scatterplot can be very memory-intensive
and therefore it is not recommended to increase MAX_SCATTER_ATOMS
above the default value. This means that not all contact groups that

contribute to the underlying SuperStar propensity map will be
present in the composite scatterplot. A selection of contact groups
is made for each contributing scatterplot.

MIN_CAVITY_VOLUME
MIN_CAVITY_VOLUME <value>
default: 10.0 (Å3)

To remove small cavities. If <value> is set to 15 Å3, all cavities smaller
than 15 Å3 will be removed and the SuperStar map will only be
calculated for the residues around the larger cavities.

MIN_PEAK_HEIGHT
MIN_PEAK_HEIGHT <value>
default: 1.01

This refers to the minimum height of a peak. It is not
recommended to use values below the default value of 1.01.

MIN_PROPENSITY
MIN_PROPENSITY <value>
default: 0.0

Only those grid points in individual propensity maps that have a
propensity above MIN_PROPENSITY will be used to calculate the
composite map. Setting MIN_PROPENSITY to 1.0 will remove all
unfavourable contacts from the map (can be useful for tight
cavities).

MIN_PSP
MIN_PSP <option>
default: 4
options: 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7

Used in the LIGSITE algorithm for cavity detection. Values above 4
will result in largely buried cavities. Values below 4 will also include
more shallow regions.

MIN_SCATTER_DENS
MIN_SCATTER_DENS <value>
default: 1.01

Like MAX_SCATTER_ATOMS, this limits the number of atoms in a
composite scatterplot. Only contact groups that are in areas where
the propensity in the underlying SuperStar map is greater than
<value> can contribute to the composite scatterplot.

MOLECULE_FILE
MOLECULE_FILE <filename>

Must be present in instruction file. Specifies the structure file to be
used. <filename> should include the extension and the filename
extension will be used to automatically derive the file type.

PEAK_FITTING
PEAK_FITTING <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

To identify peaks in the calculated SuperStar map. Gaussian
functions are fitted to the map. These peaks may be helpful in
setting up pharmacophore interaction points.

PEAK_FITTING_NCYCLES
PEAK_FITTING_NCYCLES <value>
default: 1
options: >= 1

First, peaks are fitted to the original SuperStar map. Next, if <value>
>1, in a second cycle, a difference map is calculated. This map is
calculated by subtracting the peak map (the map that can be
calculated from the Gaussians from the first peak-fitting cycle) from
the original SuperStar map. The peak-fitting is then repeated on the
difference map. This process is repeated PEAK_FITTING_NCYCLES-1
times, and is aimed at finding secondary peaks.

PEAK_FITTING_REFINE
PEAK_FITTING_REFINE <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

This is used to optimize the Gaussians that are used to fit the
SuperStar map, using a Simplex algorithm. Usually, only a rulebased algorithm is used to define Gaussian coefficients.

PROBENAME
PROBENAME <option>

No default; always needs to be specified.
CSD probes options:

Note: For small molecules the halogen probes are not available,
since they were found to be unreliable.

PDB probes options:

The probes correspond directly to IsoStar contact groups, e.g.
carbonyl oxygen uses the IsoStar any C=O contact group,
contouring on the oxygen.

PROPENSITY_CORRECTION
PROPENSITY_CORRECTION <option>
<option> = CLASSIC or [LOGP | LOGP_EXT] <delta_a> <delta_b>
default: LOGP 0.4 0.2

The hydrophobic correction protocol corrects propensities derived
from CSD data when analysing protein binding sites. The desired
method can be chosen by specifying PROPENSITY_CORRECTION followed
by the keyword CLASSIC (see APOLAR_APOLAR_CORRECTION), for the classic
correction scheme (see Classic Hydrophobic Correction), or LOGP or
LOGP_EXT for the new protocol (see logP-Based Hydrophobic
Correction). For the new protocol, two parameters must be
specified, or the text DEFAULT; current values for <delta_a> and
<delta_b> are 0.4 and 0.2.

RMS_ACCEPT
RMS_ACCEPT <rms_level>

This is used for setting the rms value at which a warning will be
issued. This refers to the Root Mean Squared deviation that is
calculated when fitting IsoStar fragments to the user-supplied
molecule. The default value for <rms_level> is 0.10 Å.

RUN_TYPE
RUN_TYPE <option>
default; SUPERSTAR
options: CAVITY | SUPERSTAR
CAVITY will perform a cavity detection, only, and save a cavity map as
<jobname>.cavity.acnt. It automatically sets:
CAVITY_DETECTION to 1 (on)

and
SAVE_CAVITY to 1 (on).
SUPERSTAR will generate a SuperStar propensity map for the selected
PROBENAME.

SAVE_ACCESSIBLE_VOLUME_MAP
SAVE_ACCESSIBLE_VOLUME_MAP <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the accessible volume is saved in a
map <jobname>.accvol.acnt.

SAVE_CAVITY
SAVE_CAVITY <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the cavity will be saved as
<jobname>.cavity.acnt.

SAVE_CENTRAL_GROUPS
SAVE_CENTRAL_GROUPS <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the central groups that are used to
describe the (protein) molecule will be saved as SYBYL MOL2 files
called central_group1.mol2, central_group2.mol2 etc.

SAVE_EXCLUDED_VOLUME_MAP
SAVE_EXCLUDED_VOLUME_MAP <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the excluded volume is saved as
<jobname>.exclvol.acnt.

SAVE_GOLD_FITTING_POINTS
SAVE_GOLD_FITTING_POINTS <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

This option is currently only useful for hydrophobic probes. If it is
switched on, all grid points with a propensity above
GOLD_MIN_PROPENSITY are stored in a MOL2 file called
gold_fit_pts.mol2. This file can then be read in by the protein-ligand

docking program GOLD to replace the standard hydrophobic fitting
points. (GOLD keywords fit_pts_file and read_fitpts).

SAVE_LIGSITE_MAP
SAVE_LIGSITE_MAP <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, the LIGSITE map that is used for the
cavity detection is saved as <jobname>.ligsite.acnt.

SAVE_SUPER_SCATTERPLOT
SAVE_SUPER_SCATTERPLOT <option>
default: 0 (off)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, a composite scatterplot is saved as
<jobname>.scatter.mol2.

SAVE_SUPERSTAR_MAP
SAVE_SUPERSTAR_MAP <option>
default: 1 (on)
options: 0 (off) | 1 (on)

If this option is switched on, a SuperStar probability map is saved as
<jobname>.acnt (if RUN_TYPE is set to SUPERSTAR).

SHELL_VALUES
SHELL_VALUES <value_polar> <value_apolar>
default: 0.5 0.0

The shell correction attenuates the influence of long-distance
contacts in CSD scatterplots. As a result of efficient packing in
small-molecule crystals, the outer 'shell' of a scatterplot often
features low propensities. These are due to absence of data points
rather than there being an unfavourable interaction between probe
and central group, and using this information can cause
inadvertent attenuation of hot spots in SuperStar maps.
Setting SHELL_VALUES will enable the shell correction method. The
values supplied are thresholds <sum-of-vanderWaals radii>+X; for grid
points beyond this threshold, the propensity will be set to 1.0 if the
number of contacts is lower than expected or insignificant.

The threshold can be set separately for polar and apolar central
groups. As an example, setting the value to 0.0 Å means that a shell
of 0.5 Å width, between <sum-of-vanderWaals radii> and <sum-ofvanderWaals radii>+0.5Å distance from the central group is regarded
for correction.
IsoStar data comprise of contacts up to <sum-of-vanderWaals
radii>+0.5Å. Therefore, setting a value of 0.5 for <value_apolar>
effectively means that the correction is not applied.

SIGNIFICANCE_LEVEL
SIGNIFICANCE_LEVEL <value>
default: 0.001

IsoStar scatterplots only have a limited number of contacts. Low
density plots give high noise levels when they are used to calculate
a SuperStar map. This option limits the amount of noise introduced
in the map by omitting areas in scatterplots that have a propensity
that is not significantly different from 1.0 at the SIGNIFICANCE_LEVEL
level.

SIGNIFICANCE_METHOD
SIGNIFICANCE_METHOD POISSON|CLASSIC [SHELL]
default: POISSON SHELL

A test is performed to check whether the observed number of
contacts in a grid-cube is significantly higher or lower than
expected; if not, the expected number is used (corresponding to a
propensity of 1.0), in order to limit propagation of data noise in
maps.
The classic test assumed a gauss distribution, the current default
uses a Poisson-type distribution.
Shell-correction (see Shell Correction) can be turned on by setting
the keyword SHELL as the second argument.

SUBSTRUCTURE
SUBSTRUCTURE <residue1> <residue2> ...

This refers to the numbers of the substructures in the template
molecule. When you calculate a SuperStar map it will be based on
the substructures defined on this line. If CAVITY_DETECTION is
switched on, the cavity will be grown from these substructures.

SUPERSTAR_MAP_BACKGROUND
SUPERSTAR_MAP_BACKGROUND <value>
default: 0.0

The density of the SuperStar map beyond the extent of the
scatterplots that were used. In IsoStar scatterplots, contacts are
shown up to Van der Waals distance + 0.5 (Å) of the central group.
For display purposes, the default background is 0.0. If the maps are
to be used for further processing, it may be sensible to set it to 1.0
(random distribution).

USE_TORSIONS
USE_TORSIONS 0|1
default: 1

This keyword disables matching of the flexible fragments, i.e. all -XH
bonds (X=N,O,S) are considered to be rigid. If USE_TORSIONS is set to 1
(default), flexible fragments will be matched.
Since the current flexible fragments set applies to OH, NH and SH
groups in amino acids, torsion angles should only be used with
protein structures and not with non-peptidic (small molecule)
structures.

Tutorial 1: An Introduction to
generating SuperStar maps
using the Hermes Interface
This tutorial will show you:
• How to use the Hermes interface to SuperStar to calculate maps
for a protein binding site, using CSD or PDB data.
• How to calculate pharmacophore points for a protein binding
site.

Introduction
The protein structure used in this tutorial originates from
Salmonella typhimurium, a particularly virulent strain of Salmonella
which is resistant to some antibiotics (PDB code 1lah2 3). This type
of protein is responsible for transporting sugars, amino acids,
peptides and inorganic ions into bacteria by periplasmic transport
systems.

Preparing the Input Files for SuperStar
For your convenience the relevant protein file (1lah_protein.mol2)
has been prepared already and is supplied with this tutorial. To
prepare a structure file for use with SuperStar, one should:
• Add all hydrogen atoms to the structure.
• Set the appropriate protonation states where needed.
• Remove any small molecule (ligand, cofactor, water) from the
active site if the map should be calculated for the active site.

• Adding hydrogen atoms is particularly important as SuperStar
uses these to determine the protonation states of certain
chemical groups. For instance, SuperStar discriminates between
carboxylate, cis-carboxylic acid and trans-carboxylic acid by
checking the presence and location of the proton.
In this case we have set up the protein by removing ligand and
water molecules, adding hydrogens to the raw protein structure,
and we have checked protonation states. This can be done in
Hermes or using other molecular modelling software.

Reading the Input Structure
1. Open the Hermes interface.
2. Open the SuperStar interface via the SuperStar item from the
Calculate top level drop-down menu.
3. Read the input structure 1lah_protein.mol2 by clicking on the
File drop-down menu, and Open; locate the file using the file
selector window that pops up. It should reside in the SuperStar/
examples subdirectory of your SuperStar installation.

Selection of a Residue and Performing
Cavity Detection
One could pick all residues of interest by hand at this stage, but it is
easier to let the program do this using its cavity detection
algorithm. This algorithm will pick all residues surrounding the
central cavity, starting from one or more given residues. It is
possible to perform a map calculation directly, but doing a Cavity
run first allows you to inspect the cavity that is used by the program
for map calculation. This is advisable in the case of large cavities, to
see if all relevant residues are identified.
1. Select a residue central to the active site from the list, e.g. SER69
in the Select Residues area. Click on Add to enter this residue
into the Selected Residues area.

2. In the Calculation area of the SuperStar Main Settings pane,
Cavity only should be selected from the Compute drop-down
menu.

3. Hit Calculate and then hit Cancel in the dialogue that asks you
to enter selection name. This would have allowed you to save all
the cavity atoms (highlighted) as a selection for use later.
However, we don’t need it here. You can de-select all cavity
atoms by clicking in empty space in the visualization window.
The result should resemble the following:

Calculating and Viewing a SuperStar
Contour Map using CSD Data
We will now calculate a propensity contour map:
1. Select Propensity from the Compute drop-down. The Use
Cavity toggle-box should be enabled by default. This will enable
cavity detection around the selected serine residue.
2. The Rotatable R-[O,N,S]-H bonds togglebox should also be
activated. This enables rotation of amino acid OH, NH and SH
groups in the protein.
3. There are a number of probes available to map properties of the
molecule. The following are possibly most useful to start with:
◦ alcohol oxygen probe: highlights both donor and acceptor
capability
◦ carbonyl oxygen probe: indicates areas with acceptor
properties

◦ uncharged NH nitrogen probe: points out potential H-bond
donor areas
◦ methyl carbon probe: illustrates areas with hydrophobic
properties
The native ligand found in this protein structure has two charged
amino group donors. Calculate a map for this type of donor using
CSD data, by selecting Charged NH Nitrogen in the Probe dropdown menu, and ensuring the CSD Data radio button is enabled.
Unless the job name or output directory for each run is changed, a
dialog box will pop up saying "Files corresponding to this jobname
already exist and will be overwritten if you continue" and this can be
ignored.

Hit Calculate. The result should look something like this (you will
need to turn off the Cavity display in the Hermes Graphics Object
Explorer at the bottom left of the Hermes visualiser):
The default display option for contour surfaces appears as a dot. To
make the contour map clearer, go to Display→ Contour Surfaces
and change the display type to 'triangle' for all contours.

Calculating a map using PDB data
Enable the PDB Data radio button. SuperStar will now retrieve
PDB-based scatterplot data rather than CSD-based data from the
IsoStar database for the compilation of a map.
The drop-down menu of PDB probe atoms is much shorter than
the corresponding CSD-based menu. Unlike CSD crystal structures,
PDB structures generally lack hydrogen positions, so it is not
possible to distinguish between protonation states of e.g. charged
and uncharged amino nitrogen groups. The options in the probe
list are further limited by data availability (PDB data are generally
more scarce).
In this case, pick the general Amino Nitrogen probe in the Probe
drop-down menu. Hit the Calculate button. The resulting PDBbased map should resemble the following (you will need to turn off
the previously calculated map in the Graphics Object Explorer:

The map is different from the previously generated CSD-based map
although the areas of highest propensity in the CSD map
correspond to similar areas in the PDB map. This can be seen if the
CSD and PDB plots are overlaid.
Differences between PDB and CSD-based maps are explained in
the documentation (see Selecting a Data Source: CSD vs. PDB).

Generating Pharmacophore Points
For setting up database searches, the Pharmacophore option can
be useful. When selecting this option, a map is calculated and
representative points of high peak propensities are determined.
Such locations can be used as pharmacophore points.
Select: CSD Data > Probe Charged NH Nitrogen > Compute
Pharmacophore. In addition, the Rotatable R-[O,N,S]-H bonds
check box should be deactivated.

Hit Calculate to start the calculation. When viewed, the
pharmacophore points are shown as balls, and coloured according
to the probe type. The translucency of the ball is determined by the
propensity maximum at the pharmacophore point. The more solid
the ball, the higher propensity.
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